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EDITORIAL
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The recent fears for the survival of the Snowdonia National Park have
abated somewhat now that Rio Tinto Zinc has withdrawn its interest in
mineral exploration and the C.E.G.B.'s pumped storage scheme at
Llanberis is almost a certainty.
This might, therefore, be a good time to attempt to renew the flagging
energies of those of us who work to preserve that which we have left. The
next threat comes from a rather unexpected source, namely an active and
the
influential group seeking to alter the line of a proposed new road
North Wales Expressway. It is more usual that one wishes to protest
against a scheme mooted by business or Government, not to protest
against the protesters.
The Expressway is designed to provide easy access to and passage
past the congested coastal towns of Denbighshire and Caernarvonshire as
far as Bangor. The suggested idea is more or less to replace the existing
A55. Inevitably this will mean the destruction of much property. A strong
campaign has been mounted by people living in the area to have the road
re-routed, their suggested line being as follows:- well inland of Colwyn
Bay, across the River Conway at Tal-y-Cafn, up the slope of the Carneddau by a big loop round Ro Wen and then, incredibly, over Bwlch-yDdeufaen below Tal-y-Fan (the line of the old Roman Road). It would
then pass the head of the road in Cwm Anafon, over, round or through
the next spur, below Aber Falls and thence to Bangor.
The proponents of this have been most active in the newspapers
serving the area and have mounted an exhibition to show their proposals.
The disadvantages of their suggestions are so great that one cannot
really see the Government coming out in favour of them, even after a
Public Enquiry. It would entail the loss of farming land east of and in the
Conway Valley, large bridgeworks at Tal-y-Cafn, the loss of some fine
groves of hardwood trees near Ro Wen (some of the best of those remaining in the area), much housing in the Conway Valley and the enormous problems to be posed by mist, wind and snow at Bwlch-y-Ddeufaen
for perhaps six months of the year (much worse than the trans-Pennine
and there was no alternative there). There are great probMotorway
lems in engineering a way round the spurs behind Aber. Extra access roads
would have to be built up from Conway, Penmaenmawr, Llanfairfechan
and Aber, these alone ruining beautiful and quiet country.
From our point of view, this would surely have to be rejected on
environmental grounds. Such a road going over the North East corner of
the Carneddau would be yet another nibble at our shrinking mountains,
another nail in the coffin of both the concept and the practicality of the
National Parks. Cwm Anafon and the Aber Falls, already over-accessible,
would be gone forever.
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Obviously one has much sympathy with those on the coast who stand
to lose their property and views, but that must be the lesser of two evils.
Two further thoughts. It would only take a rise in world copper
prices to bring the miners back to Snowdonia and the C.E.G.B. already
have Cwm Penamnen next on their shopping list.
Think about it, and try to preserve that which we have left.

four
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GREENLAND (CAPE FAREWELL)
EXPEDITION 1972.
by Pete Wenham.

SUMMARY :
During July and August 1972 the six-man Greenland (Cape Farewell)
Expedition visited an area of southern Greenland hitherto unexplored,
namely the mountain group on the east side of Sondre Sermilik.
Exceptionally good weather gave the party the opportunity of making
38 ascents, up to 'Difficile' in standard, of 28 mountains, 23 of which were
previously unclimbed.
There were only four days in the five weeks when plans were jeopardised by poor weather.
From the outset the expedition was a mountaineering/exploration
venture with no scientific work attached. However, apart from the
mountaineering achievements the party collected and identified 159 plant
species and also made studies of several of the Norse ruins in the
expedition area.
DIARY:
September 2nd the day before our return to England:
"Who's the Deputy Leader?" ... Jim.
So much for the politics accompanying a six-man mountaineering
expedition to Greenland! Thank God we hadn't chosen the S.W. Face of
Everest! However we did have our language problems; Jim's Geordie
accent took at least a fortnight to decipher!
The members of the group were: Jim Patchet, our Base Camp
Officer (Jamie for short), Dr. Rolfe Birch (Brewer, since all his rucsac
contained on departure from England was two brewing kits), Ray
Handford, Equipment Officer (alias Handskin), Geoffrey Anderson, The
Safety Officer ('Moira or Marconi'), Roger Smith, Leader, and myself,
Deputy Leader and Food Officer. The last two nicknames in the list have
been omitted they possess a somewhat crude alliterative quality!
We met in Glasgow at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, July llth some 18 months
after the initial idea and subsequent planning had taken place. Ray and I
had already savoured two pints of the local brew, but an hour in the
'heavy' bar opposite the station soon put things to rights. With introductions over, a meal was suggested. No ordinary feast this, but a double
pizza with numerous bottles of wine, followed by a noisy stagger down the
street after rescuing a somewhat 'alone and palely loitering' Handford
from the horizontal pavement position.
The nausea-wringing bus trip to the airport was vague in most peoples
memory. Rolfe went for a dip in a pool inside the airport boundary while
five
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the rest of us tried the comfort of the Departure Lounge carpet! Rolfe's
sobriety still left much to be desired, and evil incantations were muttered
up and down the 727 as we swept northwards to Iceland.
Views of the volcanic ranges of the west coast woke us from our
stupor and we were soon looking down on the grey sprawl of Keflavik
Airport. The drive to Reykjevic raised little comment but the moon-like
landscape of barren, cracked and desolate rock-plains made a deep
impression. An inhospitable place.
Twenty-four hours later we rose again into the blueness of 30,000 ft.
In better fettle we enjoyed the luxuries of lunch: prawn and crab cocktail
smoked ham salad, Swiss roll and cream. Free ice-cold orange, beer and
coffee brought our first icebergs into sight and as we dropped down
through the clouds the white vastness of Greenland's Ice-cap was visible.
Even the elegant beauty of the air-hostesses failed to break our concentration. A sudden dive through a gap in the maze of ridges and we
were at Nassassuaq on the West coast.
It was to be another ten days before we finally landed on the fiord edge
of Sondre Sermilik where our base-camp was to be established. The next
stage of the journey took us by local steamer through the maze of fiords to
the busy fishing-port of Julianhaab. From here we flew by helicopter to the
island town of Nanortalik. The S.S. Edith Nielsen called at Nanortalik
with all our equipment and supplies. It arrived three days late and then the
unloading was delayed a further two.
Despite the inner frustrations we all felt during this period,
Nanortalik life held many fascinations. Our tents remained unopened
we were offered the unheralded luxury of a modern unfurnished flat! The
wonderful hospitality of the Danes and Greenlanders was enjoyed to the
full
we drank huge quantities of spirit, stuffed ourselves with food and
took very little exercise.
One evening two members of the Leicester Polytechnic Expedition,
who had been fishing, called in on us and presented us with 14 cod. On a
huge tray we laid the fillets in milk, butter and breadcrumbs, popped them
in the oven while potatoes boiled and the table was laid Chinese style. A
polythene sheet on the floor served as the table, while karrimats provided
the seating. We gorged ourselves and with the accompanying red cabbage,
guerkins and beer, fruit and cream, soon succumbed to the effects of
lubrication and satiation!
On another evening a quick beer was decided on and we adjourned to
the hotel bar. Ole was already there propping up a whisky. With drinking
and dancing we stayed there three hours. A further night-cap was offered
after a vague suggestion of last orders at the bar and so Rog., Geoff., and I
succumbed to temptation and returned with Ole and his ladyfriend to his
apartment. Rum and Coke, whisky and ginger, beer and fags were soon
flowing free. The plush rooms enveloped four drunken hulks easily and we
six
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lay back, inland ice cracking and fizzing in the glasses, listening to stereo
records and occasionally rising for a dance. Roger's departure for the
'first on the right' invited Ole to persuade him of the delights (dubious) of
yet another elixir 'Anniset'. Geoff and I managed quite nicely, thank you,
on a bottle of whisky and rum each! Roger was obviously the worse for
wear as we staggered back in the grey light of a 2.30 dawn.
The hangovers were all too apparent as we rose to the bright light of a
mid-day sun. Rog, having departed with his stomach contents, felt a little
more refreshed but for most of the day hung a 'do not disturb' sign on his
face.
At last all the gear was off the Edith Nielsen; all that was needed was
the word from Jimmy Witred, who was going to take us to the top of the
fiord in his fishing-boat 'Falken'.
He caught us unawares that Saturday morning. With a wry grin on his
face he walked out of the flat leaving us with a parting shot of," We leave at
9.45".
It was 9 o'clock!
Chaos! Suddenly the bathroom was full. Two people showered; Ray
sat on the Elsan while Geoff washed. Jim and Rolfe couldn't have got in if
they'd wanted to! The last pleasures of civilisation. Twenty minutes later
we were vaguely packed and with a V.W. at the ready our gear was
whisked away to the quay, Excitement bubbled through the group.
After an hour sweating and struggling with crates and a 40 gallon
paraffin drum the 'Falken' was ready for the off. The weather was magnificent, not a cloud in the sky. The surrounding peaks had us salivating
in anticipation!
Five hours later the 'Falken' left us, sweating profusely and cursing
the mosquitos; as we turned on the moundofteacheststhatwastobeour
home for the next six weeks and suddenly felt very much alone.
Two days later our site was established. Four tents nestled under the
lee of a hill close to the beach. A shelter of tarpaulins and polythene
formed the cooking area and store for food and equipment, radio and gun.
A small cool stream nearby was dammed for a water supply. Radio
contact had been made with Julianhaab, but the outboard motor on the
dinghy caused a lot of trouble.
A large stretch of delta sand was visible when the tide was out; we
were in the middle of two esturies
Ipaht Kuat and Isortog. At the end
of the second day Jim and I took some time off to go out into the fiord to
fish; a lame excuse to avoid the mossie army that made base-camp a
cursed spot.We returned with two cod and a plaice; the evening meal was
assured. The fish was washed down by Christmas pud., and custard.
Our first intentions of a climb settled on the obvious fiord ridge close
to base, just the other side of the Isortog estuary. We would all go together.
However the innocent looking trickle of Isortog thwarted all attempt at a
seven
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crossing. Rog. and Geoff., anticipating the problem, had already returned
for the boat. The tide was rapidly going out and the boat had to be dragged
across the sand into somewhat deeper water about 9 inches after
twenty minutes pulling!
From an isolated rock the others leapt into the boat leaving me in my
Wellingtons (curse the day) to perform the ceremony of launching.What a
joke! I muttered obscenities while the others collapsed in uncontrollable
mirth; we were clothed from head to foot in woollens, (trying to halt the
ravages of the commando mossies) in a two man dinghy rowing nowhere
in a bathtub of water. No one would have guessed we were cimbers!
Eventually we got under way. The motor spluttered into life, but only
for about two seconds, of course. We rowed to the other side of the
estuary. No one spoke!
Having eaten lunch on the first summit, Roger and Rolfe decided to
return to base to sort medical equipment while the rest of us continued
towards the highest point a mile further on.
The rock was a desperate pile of rubble. Huge blocks threatened to
tumble at any minute. We gave up the battle finally when a huge 300 ft.
gendarme barred our way. Nevertheless the day out was valuable. We had
seen a likely cwm for our first advanced camp; across the Isortog valley,
some two miles away.
At this point it may be worth mentioning that we had an area of about
150 square miles to investigate, and so as to cover as much ground as
possible we would climb in pairs from each advanced camp and return to
base after a period of three to six days.
The next day was cloudy and windy no mossies!
This day too had its moments of comedy. We carried far too much.
All our sacs went off the scales and Rolfe's was probably 100 Ibs. With the
shelter collapsed and the Union Jack given a few days off we staggered to
our feet.
Our next mistake was endeavouring to contour round into the cwm.
The terrain was very unpleasant. If it wasn't birchwood scrub it was
bracken and boulder followed by scree and snow. Numerous tributary
gullies further broke up the trail into annoying ups and downs. At one
point on the edge of a snowfield I pivoted on a boulder, the rucsac
swinging over to one side. One leg shot down a hole and my whole weight
gradually began to come against the shin. Jim came to my rescue. I had no
sooner got to my feet again than I slipped on the snow and did a backward
somersault over another boulder!
We camped on the edge of a snowfield that evening. The plans had
already been hatched for the morrow. GeofF was with Rog, I with Ray.
Rolfe had declared his intentions of an easy day!
Roger and Geoff were off first, going straight into the back of the cwm
for a peak they eventually called Omega Minus. Ray and I followed in
their footsteps ten minutes later.
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Despite some cloud the atmosphere was warm and the steps already
cut in the snow ahead were really labour-saving for Ray and I, and we
caught them as they left the rapidly softening snow for a steep wall to take
them to the rocky col ahead. Though demanding cautious handling due to
its instability the rock offered steady progress and by ten o'clock we were
together. I was struck by the line of the peak to the right. Ray eventually
succumbed and the two parties set off in opposite ways; little did we know
that the tents would not be entered until 8 o'clock that evening!
At Ray's suggestion we left the desperately shattered ridge and embarked on a safer route below the edge. Though not technically much
above 'Diff' to 'V. Diff' in standard, apart from two 'V.S.' pitches, the
traverse line was serious enough. Running belays were few and those often
round large unstable flakes. One particular pitch is of note. It consisted of
a layback move up an ice gully followed by a 'do-it-yourself eunuch' move
to reach the far side and continue on the less slippery rock. It was reversed
later with some reluctance!
The occasional flurry of snow from the icecap clouds made us
proceed with caution, but having negotiated a simple chimney we scrambled back onto the ridge proper to what we thought was the summit.
No such luck. Tantalisingly close the summit blocks were still a good
hour away and the weather didn't look so good. We tossed the coin
several times but carried on; the snow never seemed to come to much and
it would be a bitter pill to return now. More traversing, a descent of 50 ft.
and a crossing of a large snowpatch brought us at last to the summit. It
was 4 p.m.
Summit photographs, a quick bite to eat and then the question, which
way to descend? We considered all possibilities, Ray, with his usual
thorough correctness, insisted on exploring even the most unlikely of
these. Many had their initial attractions but we eventually decided on a
complete reversal of our ascent route.
It seemed a wise decision for after the main difficulties were over and
we had abseiled back down to the col we quickly returned to the top of the
snow ramp where our earlier parting had taken place. A glorious rip-stop
glissade brought us thrashing unconcernedly through the snow, wet and
dripping back into camp.
Suddenly I remembered; my Millarmitts were at the top of the abseil
point! Not a chance of seeing them again!
This was our first virgin summit, which we christened 'Tranquility'.
That evening we festered joyously on our Karrimats amongst our abandoned mass of gear, chatting in the warmth of the sun. We'd managed three
new summits Rolfe and John having completed the day with 'Col Peak'.
Jim was obviously enthused and champing at the bit. He fancied the
North Face of a peak we had already christened 'Eagle'. He and I were off
early the next morning.
nine
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The bottom of the face was uninviting, Our first approach line was
continually swept by stones, the next meant navigating a steep waterfall,
ugh! while the third line, appearing to be a chimney, turned out to be a 400ft
crack, dripping wet and bristling with overhangs. We finally tried an
approach via a subsidiary ridge up a huge buttress that rested against the
lower face, but on emerging onto the arete we appreciated the futility of
the struggle. It was a knife-edge of huge loose granite blocks for probably
half a mile. We abandoned the attempt, crossed over Col Peak and
continued to the other side of the cwm to look at an attractive spiny ridge
rising from a steep snowfield.
Two dots appeared below us. It was Ray and Geoff having the same
route in mind. They probably cursed us for bagging their peak. We
continued over the loose initial slopes until we arrived at the first
summit. Here we roped-up; the ridge continued as a real razors edge.
After one awkward pitch the rest of the climb offered exhilarating work at
an easy standard. We moved together on rock which was solid for once,
the black lichen abrasive to the hands but offering superb friction to the
boots.
We lunched on the summit of 'Back of Stegosaurus', squatting close
to our tottering cairn and gazing down into the Isortog valley, past its
superb oxbows and on into the Sondre Sermilik with its backcloth of
jagged spires barring the way to the sea. Behind us, the Inland Ice!
As we retraced our footsteps Ray and Geoff passed us. A few brief
words and they were gone. Rolfe and Roger had beaten us back to camp
after successfully climbing Eagle Peak by a steep ice-filled gully.
That evening we indulged in high latitude cricket. Stumps of snow
were erected, an iceaxe served as the bat and there was no shortage of balls.
A good many disputed sixes were scored and we demolished several sets of
wickets by the time the sun went over fjord ridge, so at 9 o'clock we
retired to the pavilion for drinks and supper.
Eagle Peak looked worthy of a second ascent, so four of us decided to
climb it on the morrow, leaving Rog and Rolfe to attempt a long ice gully
up Tranquillity. They set off at 2.30 a.m. returning at 5, bringing with them
tales of poor snow, water and stonefall. Secretly envious of their return
to sleeping bags and not, at that hour, truly appreciative of the hazards
they had met, I thought they had conjured up a good story for a day off!
Jim and I set off an hour behind the others, but we moved very fast,
Jim obviously spurred on by the sight of the two dots ahead, whilst I,
trying to shadow him, held the same competitive urge to be out in front.
We joined Ray and Geoff on a sundrenched summit just two hours after
leaving camp.
It was a fast descent. For Ray and I it was quite evident that it was
going to be the fastest and most uncomfortable glissade we had ever had.
The rock on the left, three feet away, shot past us as we funnelled down the
ten
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groove in the snow and with a white spray blindingly thrown up by
wildly kicking boots, cartwheels and somersaults inevitably followed. We
both lost ropes en route and came to a sudden halt quite close together.
Geoff possessed a little more sanity; that or he did not fancy the adrenalinpumping dipper-ride. Anyway he walked down picking up our debirs as he
came. We proceeded at a more stately pace and joined Jim who waited
for us lower down. We then witnessed his exhibition of snow sky-diving
a slide on top of a rucsac with arms and legs outstreched. On this particular
occasion the slope was gentle and had a good run-out!
Four hours later we were back at base. Jim caught two sea-trout
while the rest of us sorted gear.
We were due for a day off. Base camp life was idyllic on mossie-free
days and we certainly gorged ourselves. First one up in the morning made
a brew, and mixed up dried apple flake for the oats. Geoff's idea of a
cereal of cold oats, carton milk, sultanas, nuts and apple flake met little
opposition on its introduction; in fact it was always eaten with great relish.
If the tide was on the turn and if Jim was up (a rare combination of
circumstances indeed) then the kettle was on and the rod out for the seatrout. It looked laughably easy; one just cast a spinner and there was lunch,
gutted and halved, two pink slivers ready for the pan. But they always
seemed to elude my efforts.
With cereal over the next course was prepared. Usually powdered egg
and sometimes chunks of tinned ham. For Ray and I the concoction was
liberally laced with Worcester Sauce much to the dismay of the gourmet
palate of Patchett.
Our larder was comprehensive and well stocked, Geoff succumbed to
the delights of a Mars bar more than once. With nearly 300 on the shelf
who could blame him ? Tins of jam, treacle, peanut butter, Bovril, KitKats, Breakaways, Marathons, jellies, chocolate, pickles, lemon crystals,
Christmas puds; the list of food waiting to be eaten was endless.
On this particular rest-day Ray and Jim went out into the fjord in the
boat. Low tide caught them out and they had to drag the dinghy across
the shallows for half a mile.
I shaved and washed my hair, (birthday again), made fishcakes and
washed a few clothes. Rolfe brewed beer and collected plants. His tent was
fast developing into a turmoil of sleeping bags, clothes, plant specimens,
soil and books. But Rolfe was proud of it! Quite absorbed, he would sit for
ages in his scruffy jeans and paint-splashed tracksuit top, pouring over a
tiny rush or sedge he had discovered. Even Jim's "It's all grass, mon!"
never put him off.
The outboard motor was stripped down for the second time. It
, , , .
worked perfectly.
on boxes filled with foaming
squatting
shelter,
the
The evening in
gallons of fermenting beer, was spent eating curry and suet pudding
(brewers speciality) reading and playing Monopoly. But it was not a game
eleven
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for six stubborn individuals like us. We prefered instead to hold endless
discussions on a wide variety of subjects
excluding religion. As the
evening cooled, coffee was brewed, candles were lit, and a tot of whisky
passed round to keep the shivers off!
Our next advanced camp was established in a subsidiary cwm of the
Ipatit Kuat. We ferried loads for two days, sweating our way up the
riverbed amidst a haze of flies.
In the evening after the second carry Jim opted to stay low in the main
valley and not carry gear any higher. He said it was wasted effort, the peaks
could be climbed quite easily from the main valley floor. The rest of us
disagreed, Tempers were short. There was no compromise so Rolfe stayed
with him in the tent while the rest of us established a camp 1000 feet
higher.
Jim and Rolfe shot up the 'Witches Prow' the next morning in 34
hours, just to prove the point and at the same time reconnoitered a place
for our next camp on the edge of the Icecap proper.
Roger and Geoff ascended 'Cornice Peak', while Ray and I climbed
'Sickle' and 'Scythe'.
The air was hot and sticky that evening as we broke camp and
trundled back down to Jim and Rolfe in the main valley. The mossies had
gathered in strength and were out for blood!
Rolfe and Jim were already oven-cooking in their tent away from the
ravages of the outside world when we arrived on the scene. Cursing with
increasing vehemence and barely controlling the urge to scream aloud we
promptly abandoned thoughts of erecting tents and just dived in with the
other two. Pipes and cigarettes were lit to rid the tent of the remaining
infiltrators. We sweated profusely in the humid atmosphere. The air was
decidedly foul, but at least the mossies weren't doing particularly well
either. Even the usually unflappable Geoff had turned to Ray and said,
"Sheer, unmitigated hell!" Time-honoured words! With rapidly darkening skies we squirmed back out into the remaining clouds of still voracious
insects to get the tents up.
Jim and Rolfe downed their tent at midnight, ferried gear to the end
of the glacier and then made a long haul up to a snowfield on the edge of
the Icecap. The third advanced camp was established.
Not able to sleep, I too abandoned the miserable scene. It was 3 a.m.
Reaching the glacier I packed my second sac with dumped food, balanced
it precariously on top of the frame-sac and tried the ascent up the steep
snow ramp. I sweated along in a dream for 100 yards, unceremoniously
threw it in the snow, cursed my weakness, and carried on.
Rolfe and Jim were out for the count. There was no response to my
calls, even with my head inside the tent, so I swallowed a packet of nuts
and returned for the food. The weather was fine as I arrived at the camp
for the second time. I had no tent, so opted for a deep scoop under a
twelve
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Base Camp. Cape Farewell, Greenland.

PHOTO : Pete Wenham

Col Peak, Cape Farewell.

PHOTO: Pete Wenham
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nearby boulder. Snug in my pit, coffee on the brew, Ryvitas and jam
finished off with a cool smoke
it was one version of heaven. I dozed,
grinning inanely all the while.
The wind got up and it started to snow. I gave up the fight against the
fine spray of snow sifting into my sleeping bag, down in the hollow, and
waking Jim and Rolfe, joined them inside the tent. Chaos reigned; but
out of the chaos dark and rude came offerings from the Patchett Angel
Delight scooped up with tent pegs! He is a crafty one with the goodies.
Already he had buried the Mandarin Oranges and Fussels Condensed
Milk in the snow, the whereabouts giving much cause for chuckling before
"opening-time" came round.
The others arrived an hour or so later and poked their heads in the
door. "Any room?"
We proved an inhospitable lot and they went off for second loads in
a huff.
No-one had great aspirations for an early start next morning, but by
11 a.m. the three orange tents that formed advanced camp three were
receeding into inconspicuous blobs among the rock and snow. Icy slopes
lay ahead. Crampons on.
A bergschrund was crossed and we had set foot on the Inland Ice.
Magical words.
The Snow Dome, our peak to the right beckoned us. We shook hands
on the summit, with the exhilarating knife-edge of snow we had just
ascended lying beneath us. Strong winds had whipped up a cream of heavy
grey clouds it was time to move. Suddenly it cleared again and back in
the sunshine the maze of peaks and fjords that was Cape Farewell filled
our eyes.
Our descent down the other side took us over a steep icefield. It
proved difficult for Jim
he had failed to bring his crampons. Ray
passed a few scathing comments richly deserved.
GeofT and Rog were back first, having climbed a peak they had
christened "The Brothers", but having observed our activities on "Peak of
Pure White Light" (Jim's name) were itching to have a go themselves. But
it would have to wait.^ "Grandpa" the highest peak in our area had yet to
be climbed. It demanded our full attention; we would climb it on the
morrow.
The 3 a.m. dawn was clear and the air was still. Our hopes ran high.
Geoffand Jim were off first. We weaved our way silently through the maze
of tortured chasms. Blue abysses beckoned the unwary.
'Grandma' the sister peak was just an easy scree plod but the mile
long ridge that separated it from 'Grandpa' bristled with gendarmes.
Geoff and Jim had got 200 ft in an hour. The rock was atrocious and so
they had retreated enough was enough. We had observed their slow
motion crawl from the summit blocks. The mountain would have to wait.
fourteen
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Back on the snow again at the foot of 'Grandma', for some inexplicable reason we all started walking out into the Ice-cap, not retracing
our steps through the icefall to camp. No-one exactly said what we were
about to attempt
the crossing of the Ice-cap to Lindemans Fiord on
the East Coast
it just seemed to happen. Roger, whose secret desire this
had been for several months, set off at an incredible pace.
The sun was high; it was noon. "Mad dogs and Englishmen".
I kept it up for about an hour and then I am afraid succumbed to
temptation and a weak will. "What's the point ?" I enquired of the three
figures in front who slowed only perceptibly to listen to my words. I got
no answer.
"I'll stop here I think and build an igloo and wait until you come back.
It'll serve as a beacon."
The others shrugged and said nothing. I squirmed uncomfortably
under their gaze. Geoff and Rolfe joined me as the others walked on.
The three dots disappeared with agonising slowness into the whiteness
as we cut blocks for the igloo walls. The snow was perfect and we were soon
engrossed on our task. Two hours later our masterpiece neared completion.
Seven feet high, it would take us all comfortably.
We squatted over a brew of coffee on our emergency Meta stoves, for
a breather, and then set off to climb a flattish peak nearby. It looked so
close, but it turned out to be an hours fast march before its rocky flanks
were gained. We lazed on the summit, wondering how the others were
faring, yet feeling very much at peace. The white backbone of the North
Pole holds a rare fascination.
Repairing the collapsed roof of our igloo, we awaited with growing
anxiety for the others to return. Suddenly, through the glasses three dots
appeared, specks against the deepening blue of the cooling ice. We could
see they were moving fast, casting long shadows. Fascinated, we checked
their progress past the flank of Snow Dome and on down into the icefall.
We packed rapidly and shot after them. A wrong line through the crevasses and we were left behind. They got back to the tents before us.
Rog told his own story of the crossing.
"The snow surface crossing the tongue of the Inland Ice-cap was
generally soft and the going was hard. Every step broke through the
surface, and it was even a slog following in each others tracks. Hour after
hour went by and the other side (we were aiming at a specific snow-capped
mountain) took a long time to come any closer. We crossed above the top
of Tasermuit Fiord* and Jim and I sat down for a while to let the view sink
in. Worth the effort so far.
Sometime after 2 o'clock we found ourselves at a point below the
snowcap we were heading for. It was hot. Every morsel of cloud in the sky
had disappeared and we were in a natural suntrap. With this heat, soft
snow and possible avalanche dangers from the peak above us, the lateness
of the hour and the prospect of a walk back of some eight miles, we
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decided to call a halt. We retraced our steps for a short way to remove
ourselves from a badly crevassed area and at 3 o'clock dug a snowhole,
using our helmets.
Inside our beautiful huge scoop, with a bivvy sheet over the top for
extra shade, we brewed 'n' cups of tea and hot sugary Complan.
We left at 5.30 and took a more direct line back to the Snow Dome,
taking it in turns to lead and break the trail for 15 minutes at a time. We
set a cracking pace and returned in 2 i hours, but the going was heavy and
shattering, the snow was by now slushy and nearly always above the
ankles. Towards the end it came up to our knes . . ."
Spirits ran high that night. Even the Fussels and fruit were
unearthed.
Next day a hot sun did not entice Ray and myself out of our pits
before 2 o'clock, apart from the brief sojourns to satisfy Nature's calls.
Diaries were written, clothes dried, stories passed round and bodies in
various states of undress hopped around rocks and over snowpatches to
wash, cook, clean, lie down, pick, rub, and scratch. The place was
reminiscent of a gypsy encampment with a dose of altitude sickness!
"Grandpa" was a problem. Four of us descended to Lake Camp that
evening to try and climb it the following day, leaving Geoff and Rog
behind to make their own ascent of Snow Dome. However, our attempt
was thwarted by bad weather, so we retreated to Base Camp for a couple
of days.
The peak was climbed eventually. Rolfe had discovered a gully line
that bit deep into the S.E. Face. Having negotiated a steep rock band by
a waterfall the summit snowfield was reached a line that broke out onto
rock below the final ridge. The summit was still 3000 ft away. Jim opted
for a steep snow line out of the couloir but I went for a rock exit. Ray and
Rolfe followed. The complexity of the mountain was rather awe-inspiring.
We moved in silence.
I shared a pipe on top with Rolfe. The day was complete.
Five more ascents in a subsidiary area across the Ipaht Kuat valley
brought us to the end of our major explorations. The spell of good
weather was over and summer had drawn to a sudden close. Heavy snowfall had made the last ascents far more difficult than the previous ones.
We botanised our way back to Base Camp. Roger and Rolfe's plant
collection was extensive. They had identified over 100 plant species. Ray
initiated the survey of a possible Norse settlement whilst poor weather
held us close to Base Camp, but it was not until he discovered a communal
grave boasting several skulls and assorted bones that the work took on a
more important aspect.
The radio still refused to work despite efforts with three different
aerials. Geoff s frustration must have been extreme.
Our doctor never had a single consultation, but we'd run out of
sticking plaster for blisters!
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View from Ice-Cap, Greenland.

PHOTO : Pete Wenham

The Castle, Subsidiary Area, Cape Farewell.

PHOTO : Pete Wenham
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The outboard motor caught fire and packed up completely and to cap
it all even the rowlocks had broken! It was a good job our back-up
safety systems had not needed to be used in an emergency. Their ineffectiveness was all too apparent.
With a week left we decided to climb peaks further down the fiord.
Jim rowed us four miles across a glassy sea till we beached at a river
mouth.
Our site was a platform fifty feet above the beach where a previous
Austrian Expedition had camped
but oh! the litter. An hour was
spent collecting the rubbish and having a bonfire.
We climbed three more peaks from Fiord Camp, Jim capping the d ay
with a summit he called "Captain Pugwashs' Poop Deck"!
Storms lashed the tents for two days; icebergs ploughed up and down
at the mercy of the waves and the narrow fiord neck was blocked with a
chaos of broken ice. It was impossible to launch the boat. A freezing
soaking ended each attempt.
We could not wait. The 'Falken' was due in three days. We would have
to come back for it later. Rolfe ran back for it a day later, swimming across
the swollen Ipaht Kuat in his pumps and tracksuit top. Ray and I followed
at a more stately pace. We rowed back against the tide with the light
failing and the tide rising. It was freezing cold as we weaved through a
madhouse of ice. Just in the nick of time we crossed into safer shallows.
Geoff had a scalding hot drink leady; they had been watching us through
the glasses. Rain whipped against the shelter but we weie safe inside.
Supper was on the go.
A huge cairn with appropriately a huge beer bottle on the top rose
from the beach where our Base Camp had been. The light faded, the peaks
were gone forever.
The 'Falken' throbbed through the ice, back into the open sea.
t For an account of the Tasermuit Fjord area, see the M.A.M. Journal for 1961
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OTZTAL

HUT-TO-HUT TOUR

(Organised by the Ski Club of Great Britain, March 1972)
by Frank Goodwin.
When literature advertising Ski Tours with the Eagle Ski Club, the
Ski Club of Great Britain and the Austrian Alpine Club began arriving
through my letter box unrequested late in 1971,1 began to wonder how my
ski-ing reputation had got around, because I was not all that good. It was
only later at an M.A.M. indoor meeting when Cliff May came up to me
and said that he was responsible for sending them to me, because he
wanted a "buddy" to join him on a tour, that the position became clear.
Well, without much difficulty, we decided that the Instructional Tour
for potential leaders, run by the Eagle Ski Club in the Ortler, was not
quite what we were looking for, so we opted for an Otztal hut-to-hut tour
run by the Ski Club of Great Britain, and then made our separate ways.
Here began for me a series of administrative disasters. Cliff was a
member of the Ski Club of Great Britain already but as I was not I
applied, was accepted, and joined for a modest sum. When booking for
the tour, however, it was pointed out to me courteously but firmly that as
I had not been a member for six months I was not entitled to their
chartered air services and would have to make my own travel
arrangements.
Unwilling to arrive at our starting point, Otz, tired after a night on the
Arlberg Express, or half a night at Zurich Airport, for what for me at
least would be quite a considerable undertaking, I decided for the first time
in my life (and probably the last) at enormous expense to take a scheduled
day flight from Birmingham Airport to London, thence to Zurich, then by
train to Otz doing the whole journey by day and getting a good night's
sleep before setting off on the fust leg of the tour.
Well, fog, dense and unheralded, descended on Birmingham Airport,
and I think nowhere else in the country, on the morning of my departure.
The flight was delayed, the connection was missed, and by night-time I
found myself in Zurich station, alone, while the rest of the party were
comfortably settled in the Otztalerhof Hotel downing their first fiertel of
Sandgruber or whatever. This was particularly annoying as I had paid
three times the amount of money that they had. Telephonic communication was established however, and I learned that they would be
spending at least two nights at the first hut the Langtaler Eck (2,430 m.)
above Obergurgl, so I would be able to catch up.
I set off by train in pursuit early next morning, only to be delayed by
the next hazard, a forest fire just above the track, which obviously delayed
my arrival in Otz, thus missing the early buses, and consequently I did not
get to Obergurgl until about 4.00 p.m. This seemed too late to set off alone
to an unknown hut, with the sun already disappearing from the village so
I had a couple of runs down the Gaisberg (incidentally falling off the top
of the chair lift), and then looked for bed and board for the night. A
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reasonable plan, one might think, but in the ski-ing season of 1972 snow
at low levels was in scant supply, and everyone in the Otztal on a ski-ing
holiday, it seemed, had come up to Obergurgl because it was the only
resort with snow. I searched till night-fall without success, and then began
to go back down the valley hoping to find accommodation at lower levels,
and eventually succeeding in getting a camp bed in the bathroom at a
little place in Zwieselstein. My spirits were low. Having got about ten
kilometres behind and one thousand metres below the rest of the party, I
had now started going back again.
I did not know at this time that Cliff, with an energy and chivalry
worthy of the best traditions of the M.A.M., had ascended to the Langtaler Eck, and then come half way down again to meet me, and then
re-ascended, his mission unachieved.
A bright and early start next morning got ms up to the Langtaler Eck
for about 2.00 p.m. It was not a long ascent but anyone who has been skitraining will know that the first ascent to a hut on skis, unfit, unacclimatized, carrying full kit in the hot sunshine is more than a gentle stroll.
Anyhow, within half an hour of my arrival ths rest of the party came
whizzing down from the Eisskogl (3,003 m.), introductions were made and
the party was complete.
There were eleven of us in all including Friedel, the Austrian guide.
They were an interesting crowd with an age spectrum of nearly forty years
the eldest being Arthur, aged sixty-five, an ex-president of the Eagle Ski
Club, who we soon learned never kept the party waiting, either going up
or coming down. Our leader was Ashley Greenwood, an intrepid Alpine
Club member of vast experience. All were good skiers, the younger members well able to wedel down in the powder snow; the older, less stylish
and fast, but competent to descend in all types of snow. All, I think,
except Cliff and myself had had a week or a fortnight's ski-ing earlier on
in the season, in some cases, immediately preceding our tour in order to
brush up their technique and get acclimatized. Two of the three ladies
present were permanent Ski Club representatives and had been out for the
season. Oh Cliff, what had you let me in for!
The Langtaler Eck is a low hut and now that the whole party had
assembled, the desire was to move off and get higher. Next day, after a
shortish descent, we "skinned" up and picked our way through the
glaciers up a steep icy slope towards the Hohewilde hut. Depending on
snow conditions, one cannot ascent on the flat sole of the skis, even with
skins on, at an angle of more than about 30°. At angles greater than this
one has to "edge" the ski. The "edge" does not always get a grip on the
surface if icy and for every ten inches you step up, literally you may slip
down nine inches or more. It can be a very exhausting business. However,
one can get around this by using crampons, but the change over from skis
to crampons and back again is very time-consuming and cold to the
fingers. Several members of the party were using harscheisen, tiny metal
plates that can be fitted to the centre of the ski, below the foot piece, to aid
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in climbing up steep slopes. These are of course a slight handicap when
going along a level surface or gentle ascent, causing more friction when the
ski slides forward.
In firm conditions, when the going is steep, one will often carry skis
on the shoulders. Most skis weigh about twenty pounds and this, plus a
full pack made ski-touring a much more strenuous sport than one might
expect. Anyhow, in one way or another we got up to the Hohewilde hut
(2,872 m.) which was the only unmanned hut we visited on this tour. Not
only was it unmanned it was also closed. As we knew about this we
prepared to spend the night in the Winterraum, a small annexe with floor
space for cooking, eating and sleeping, about as big as the lounge at Glen
Dena. A party of four Germans, who had come up with us thought that
the pleasure of our company did not quite compensate for the manifest
over-crowding so they decided to return to the Langtaler Eck.
A day less acclimatized than the others, I spent the afternoon
warming the place up and sleeping, while the rest of the party did a ski
ascent of the Hohewilde (3,416 m.).
We had only taken up enough food for one night so it was essential
next day to move on or go back. Fortunately, a snow fall that had occurred
in the night had cleared and we set off early up the Schalfkogljoch (3,375m),
knocking off the Schalfkogl (3,540 m.) en route, and then commenced a
long run down to the Martin-Busch hut. For me this was the first long
descent of the holiday. Snow conditions varied from deep powder at first
to patchy, granular "spring" snow near the hut. and falls were frequent.
The general idea when a party descends on skis, is that each person goes at
his own speed, because nothing is more frustrating than having a slow
ski-er in front of you when you are raring to go. It is rather like an Aston
Martin stuck behind a T-Model Ford, unable or too polite to overtake.
Each goes at his own speed but every two or three minutes, which in easy
conditions could mean distances of about a mile, the guide and the party
will wait for the tail-end Charlies, at least until the hut is seen. I would put
myself in the T-Model Ford class. Cliff was further up the scale, probably
about a Hillman Imp standard, neither of us as yet properly run in.
Spills were frequent, waits were long, and fatigue passed through all
its familiar stages to near exhaustion. Because of the low snow falls this
winter snow near the hut was sometimes present only in the gullies. Due
to melting of the deep layers sometimes the upper crust would collapse and
one's feet and skis would disappear about two feet below the surface which
led not only to falls but also made it very difficult to get on one's feet
again.
The Martin-Busch hut (2,470 m.) like many alpine huts lies perched
on an eminence about a hundred metres above the ski-trail, which means
taking off the skis and carrying them on one's back, just at the time when
you feel that you should have finished for the day. Anyhow, it all helped
to make the beer, which we had on arrival, probably the best I have ever
tasted.
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Well, we recovered quickly, the Martin-Busch hut (ex Hermann
Goering hut) is well appointed with running water (cold) and waitress
service (hot); and we were all looking forward to our three nights there,
even in the Matrazenlager.
The next day, the whole party ascended Similaun (3,606 m.) with no
unexpected difficulties, either up or down. The weather continued fine with
hot sunshine and cloudless blue skies until about 4.00 p.m. when a few
clouds would come down. I never cease to marvel that the sun can be so
strong and yet the air temperature so low: so that if you do get into the
shade you soon know it is freezing.
For the second whole day in this location, some of the party did a
ski-ascent of the Hinterer Schwartze (3,628 m.) which on descent involved
picking a narrow track through the crevasses and turning at exactly the
right places. I joined a splinter party in a trip to the Similaun hut (3,019m.)
on the Italian border where our rewards were photography, Gluhwein and
freezing winds, which suddenly appeared as one got up to the ridge.
The next day, Saturday 25th March, we moved on climbing the
Fineilspitze (3,516 m.) doing probably the last two hundred metres on foot
and roping-up along an airy corniced ridge to the summit. It was good for
one's own ego, and also the reputation of the M.A.M., that in this type of
situation your Club's representatives were well to the fore, sometimes
indeed encouraging and helping some of the others.
Then over the Hauslabjoch and the border, to the Schone Aussicht
(Bellavista) hut (2,842 m.) in Italy, the pattern tending to repeat itself,
although by this time the Hillman Imp was chugging along pretty well,
and was always willing to wait for the Ford.
The Italian hut was ramshackle with lavatories even more
malodourous than usual, but the food and wine were good. However the
next day we had to move on over the Teufelsjoch and down to the
glacier where we left our rucksacks and then turned sharply up to the left
to the Weisskugl (3,793 m.). In good snow conditions this was a fine
expedition again with a pleasant snow ridge and bit of easy scrambling. It
was possible to take skis to quite near the summit (if you wished) but the
descent was steep and in soft snow. We ski-ed down to the rucksack pile,
took up our bundles and then took a long but gentle descent to the
Mochjoch Hospitz (2,412 m.).
The members of the party were getting to know each other pretty well
by this time. How can this not be so when you are virtually all sleeping
together in one big bed
and a very pleasant lot they all were. There
were no gross snorers. We all knew each other's strong points and
limitations and made allowances.
I was particularly impressed by the way the party as a whole got
moving in the morning. A whispered word from the leader at about
5.30 a.m., and with scarcely a sound, almost as one man, the party would
rise, dress (in semi-darkness), boot up (if hut regulations permitted it),
breakfast, "skin-up" and meet outside to apply last minute glacier cream
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applications to the nose, lips and anywhere else it was needed. It became
an unspoken point of honour not to keep the party waiting.
Monday, 27th March, a short steep ascent in cloud, gentle wind and
light snow up to the Guslar Joch and Guslarspitze (3,126m.), and then
down to the Vernagt hut (2,766 m.) in our first bad weather but
fortunately a short day.
I was now on familiar territory having toured from the Vernagt with
the Austrian Alpine Club a few years ago, so that I had the next day off
while the rest of the party went up to Fluchtkogl (3,500 m.) Cliff was
missing nothing.
Wednesday, 25th March, was perhaps the biggest day, from the
Vernagt over the Brochkogl Joch (3,423 m.) and the Wildspitze (3,772 m.)
to the Braunschweiger hut (2,759 m.). Having done the Wildspitze before,
I decided to wait below at about three hundred metres below the summit,
to conserve energy and do a little photography.
However in spite of normal ski-ing attire, anorak and cagoule my
fingers became numb and cold, and I had to get moving to keep warm.
I joined the others almost at the summit. A good run down, a short ascent
over the Mittelbergjoch (3,166 m.) in sunshine, then a long run down
feeling rather tired, in poor visibility then a final ascent to the Braunschweiger, another perched hut.
The tour was now virtually accomplished. I had achieved all that I
had hoped to do, i.e., got from hut to hut, knocking off a few selected
peaks, The Mittagkogl (3,162m.) on the last day, had been ascended
previously, so sun bathing (which was a bit chilly) was my first choice.
The last glorious day was spent in ascent of the Innerer Schwartze
Scheide (3,369 m.) via the Tiefenbergjoch. Sunshine, superb views of the
Dolomites and then a creasing run down towards Solden, over 2,000
metres below, until the snow ran out.
This journey from Obergurgl to Solden is about twenty miles and
takes less than an hour by bus. We had taken thirteen days with a total
vertical ascent of over 12,000 metres. I have no hesitation in recommending
our way of doing it, but would suggest a week of ski-ing in preparation
before commencing the tour.
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WHEN PONTIUS WAS

A PILOT

by B. A. F. Jones.
"Have a drink", said the Irishman standing next to me in the
corridor of the 8.20 p.m. Holyhead Mail Train.
"Thanks" said I, pouring Irish Whiskey straight from the bottle down
my throat. I was in full marching ofder, en-route from Wiltshiie to R. A.F.
Valley as a slightly bewildered National Serviceman and I apparently
needed cheering up. There were seven men in the group going to Dublin,
each with his bottle, and at Holyhead eight of us, rather the worse for wear,
fell onto the platform. A 'phone call to Valley produced some transport
and I was taken to the camp and put to bed. It was the weekend before
Whitsuntide 1950 and I had arrived at my personal Mecca.
Then, as now, most R.A.F. Mountain Rescue personnel were parttime volunteers so it was two days before I reported to the M.R. Section.
Here I met the sergeant in charge, Charlie Staff, who left me in no doubt
that on the Eighth Day, the Lord created the Mountain Rescue Service
sergeants. Officers and men came a long time after.
Equipment issued to team members was of mixed quality, good
clothing but unnailed ski boots (army pattern) which each man nailed with
issue clinkers, usually two evenings work. Ropes of tarred sisal were
supplied for stretcher lowering and rock climbing. They were almost
impossible to knot and weighed about 5 cwt. each! The only stretcher in
the team was made of welded tubular steel, very heavy to use and very
uncomfortable to ride on. (I was often used as the patient, being one of the
lightest in the team).
All new team members were considered to be unfit for mountain
walking and to have insufficient stamina. To this end a group of us were
released from Valley with rations, maps etc., and a route to be followed to
Bethesda, where the rest of the team were camping. The only trouble with
the route was that it crossed the Menai Straits but not at either bridge. It
was dusk as we came to the shore, to find a small boat some two hundred
yards away. Three of the party were persuaded to row across to the
mainland in this dinghy and bring back something larger. By now it was
dark and there being no pub in our vicinity we kicked our heels for what
seemed like half the night until a faint hail, followed by a spate of service
language, indicated the position of one of our intrepid rowers.
He was exhausted and soaked but they had a larger boat about half a
mile away. We found this eventually and towing the dinghy, fought our
way against the current to its mooring and then set off to cross the straits.
None of us should have been allowed on a park lake, let alone the high
seas. We heaved at the oars, caught crabs and verbally abused each other
until we grounded on the mainland. After this the rest of the walk passed
in a daze and around sunrise we arrived at our base.
After a day's sleep most of us repaired to The Bull, "our" pub in
Bethesda. We new boys were celebrating our first exercise, and boasting
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how well we had come through it, when enter Charlie. "Hello, my lucky
lads" said he, and used some colourful expressions meaning, "All out,
you're on a night exercise".
This set the pattern for weekends when we had navigation exercises.
Usually Friday night and part of Saturday would be spent walking
across mountains to Base Camp and Sunday a shorter, daylight circular
tour.
Most of these walks had to be done in a series of straight lines. This
involved some very arduous work which was sometimes frustrating.
Imagine walking from Gwern-y-Gof Isaf to Bwlch Tryfan in a straight line
and you will see what I mean. Quite often the line of march went through a
lake. Naively, I asked Sergeant Staff what to do in this situation. He
nearly exploded. "Use your . . . initiative, you dozy . .. Take a deep
breath and walk!"
Thus passed the first few weekends. The weather was good except on
one occasion when we all were soaked (cagoules had not been thought of
and capes groundsheet were more like sails in any sort of wind). Wet
clothes on Friday night meant wet clothes on Sunday.
On these forays we usually went in parties of four. A navigator, who
was the party leader, a radio operator, First Aid man and an odd bod, who
could be under training or fully trained. When back at Valley we were
trained in very rudimentary First Aid, use of the Verey Pistol and radio
operation. Not until these were mastered were we taught the art of how to
lose our way and arrive in the wrong valley, otherwise known as navigation. If this course was passed suitable men were appointed Party
Leaders. The standard of navigation was fairly high at this time, but early
in 1951, four of us were searching the ridge from Carnedd-y-Filiast to Y
Garn, above Nant Ffrancon. Conditions were bad when we started from
Tyn-y-Maes and it was decided that all the ridge team should be party
leaders.
By the timeweieachedMynydd Perfedd it was snowing heavily with
wind of around force eight and beginning to get dark. Over the radio we
were ordered to return to base and set a course to take us to the old road in
Nant Ffrancon. We stumped merrily down the snow-covered slopes; back
in an hour; wonder what's for dinner? The Bull will be crowded tonight,
we've got all the team out this weekend.
Pride goeth before a fall. A good hour passed before anyone thought
that all was not well. Pib felt that something was wrong. Out came the
compasses. Cries of "They must be wrong! Air-force rubbish!" abounded,
but the awful truth could not be hidden. We had the best navigator in the
team with us and we were walking 180° off course! In fact we were not far
from Nant Peris.
Having only a few pence between us, we walked to the Llanberis
Police Station and had a message sent round to Base requesting
transport. The radio could not transmit over Elidir Fawr.
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I had climbed before joining the R.A.F. so my advent gave the team
two rock climbers. Joe Coulson was a hard man from Shipley and we soon
found ourselves instructing the others in cliff rescue exercises. This amused
us as it was really a case of the partially sighted leading the blind!
This worked out well on small cliffs where the stretcher could be taken
round to the top and lowered, but on long lowers we found that rock
climbing training was needed; only three others were interested and of
these only two became reliable leaders.
Late in 1950 we lost (not literally but by posting) our omcer-in-charge
at a time when the morale of the team had reached an all time low, several
members resigning, the only bright spot being the arrival of Colin
Pibworth to join us. He threw himself into rescue work with enthusiasm,
in fact he is still in the R.A.F. and has distinguished himself in mountain,
jungle and desert rescue over the last twenty years.
Pib and I would walk and climb when there was no team exercise,
exploring the less frequented cwms and ridges, usually staying at Idwal
Cottage or in local barns or beneath convenient boulders. We were
limited to public transport and Ogwen was the most easily accessible valley.
In this way we began to know the regular weekend climbers and to
slowly dispel the rumours that the team was made up entirely of drunken,
incompetent layabouts.
Winter was coming and to combat the bad weather we were issued
with woollen sleeves in lieu of mittens, another pair of seaboot socks and
an ice axe. These W.D. axes were amazing things by modern standards.
One maker's head was so brittle that if it struck rock it broke and the
othefs were soft and bent, And the shafts! These appeared to be made of
high grade pine, and were easily broken. Because of this several of the team
purchased good foreign axes. In this context I think that it is worth
remarking that some people are still using ex-W.D. axes!
I stayed at Valley for Christmas on duty and spent a leave at Idwal
Cottage over the New Year where on New Years' Day a large party was
avalanched by a collapsing cornice on Y Garn. Although there were
plenty of climbers available they had neither the equipment nor the
training to deal with six casualties and so the Valley team was called in. I
joined them and with servicemen and civilians working together the
rescue went smoothly. It was noticable that the more technical work was
done mostly by civilians but the teams physical stamina was by far the
highest.
Just after this Mike Mason was posted to us as M.O. He arrived
dressed in an old anorak and carrying skis, and immediately took
command. On the next Saturday the whole team crossed from Trefriw to
Bethesda.
One party went via Cwm Eigiau and the other via Llyn Dulyn. There
was a lot of snow high up and each party had a hard time with some of its
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less expert members; so after de-briefing Mike called in his best men and
devised a winter training programme.
This was carried out on most weekends from January to Easter over
all our search area but mainly in Snowdonia. The area went to Cader Idris
in the south and the English border in the east, the other borders being the
sea. We did sweep searches in storms (unpleasant), party searches in
blizzards (grim) and night exercises in good weather (superb). We climbed
snow gullies, did self arrest practice with axes, held falls on a rope and two
of us tried glissading with a stretcher with near disastrous results. We got
soaked, frozen and exhausted. We hardly seemed to visit The Bull for
months!
All this training was to bear fruit in one way or another. On Good
Friday evening our M.O. and another team member slipped away to camp
in Cwm Eigiau, acting as the object of the search which was mounted later
from our base at Tyn-y-Maes. My party was to search the ridge to Carnedd
Dafydd and then to Craig-yr-Ysfa, acting as radio relay between base and
the other parties. We were recalled at about 1 a.m. and passed the
message on, the weather by now being foul on the tops. Our objective,
being below the ridges and probably asleep in their Arctic Bivouac snow
but not lain proof tent did not receive the message. In typical service
manner we fled to base; we were all right! Our quarry returned late the
next morning having been floated out of their tent. They were not amused!
In a more serious vein, the team was called out one Saturday
evening to help search for six youths missing on Snowdon. It was too late
for an all-out effort so two civilians and two from the team started from
Llanberis to search the track and the railway to the summit. They were
forced to dig a snow hole just above Clogwyn Station, so bad was the
weather, and got down at about 9 a.m. Hearing of their failure three of us
left the Land Rover at Llydaw and made for the summit by the tourist
route. There was a small cornice on the ridge and mist drifting about in
patches. We found the six in the "Hotel" with no rope and one axe
between them. They had burned furniture to keep warm and their leader
stated that they had been waiting confidently to be rescued. We wondered
if we had been a little tardy in arriving! Some others appeared soon after
and the rescuees were escorted off the mountain.
On another occassion six of us again took the Land Rover to Llydaw,
helped the party from P.Y.G. to bring down the casualty and were in turn
met by an M.A.M. party who had come up to Llydaw in Harold
Restall's Isis. The first I knew of this group was a torch shining in my face
and a courteous Harold asking after my health and temper. We got back
to Idwal Cottage at 5.30 a.m. after soup and refreshments at P.Y.G. We
left the hostel again at 9 a.m. to bring down the other victim. It was a
fairly hard weekend.
Easter 1951 produced a spate of accidents on Snowdon the details of
which escape me now, except that some involved the icy slope above Llyn
d'ur Arddu. In a hard winter the railway track is obliterated by snow
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which becomes very hard and dangerous, yet even twenty years after we
read of a school party losing members on this slope. It seems that people
will not learn from the mistakes of others.
' Snowdonia's mountains are low and death from exposure was
generally considered a remote possibility but a man disappeared in
February 1951 and the team was asked to keep a look out for him.
Nobody knew his intended route so a full scale search was out of the
question. About three weeks later Pib and I found an empty rucksack on
Bwlch Tryfan and took it down. It was not positively indentified so we
forgot about it. In May that year a fisherman found the missing man
sitting in a sheltered spot by Llyn Bochlwyd, just off the path and half an
hour from Ogwen Cottage. The team spent an unpleasant afternoon.
We were once used as an unofficial Corpes des Guides. The
Ramblers Association were holding a meeting to protest about proposed
acts of legal vandalism in Snowdonia (yes, the C.E.G.B. again) and
thousands were to ascend Snowdon on the Saturday. There was still
plenty of snow on the Pyg track and the team was deployed in small
parties along the Horseshoe. We had an amusing day assisting young
ladies along the ridge, the one who lost the toss helped Mother and
Father. We also had to rig a handrail on the zig-zags to enable a large
crocodile to reach the ridge. Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, there
were no accidents and the C.E.G.B. did not build a dam in Nant
Ffrancon.
Our longest exercise, in distance, was from Bala to Bethesda, starting
on a Friday night, carrying radio, pyrotechnics, first aid kit, food and all
personal gear. Luckily it was summer. My parties route took us from the
S.W. end of Llyn Tegid in a more or less straight line to Dolwyddelan. By
this time I had learned to modify these lines in the name of sanity and on
this walk we had a long way to go. We crossed Arenig Fawr in the dark
and set a course for the high ground S. W. of Cwm Penmacho. This was the
worst part of the walk; dawn and Migneint are not the best compan ions
We sped down Cwm Penamnen in beautiful weather with never a
thought for Carreg Alltrem and reached Dolwyddelan before noon. A
straight line from here to base would be purgatorial so once more the
straight and narrow way was cast aside in favour of the route via Pen-yGwryd, Bwlch Tryfan and the Old Road down Nant Ffrancon. This is very
pleasant walk, no summits but superb views.
Early evening found us back at base, tired, hungry and feeling
pleased with ourselves.
More time was now being spent on rock climbing and cliff rescue
practices. These provided some amusing incidents, like the time when the
barrow boy's rope jammed and the stretcher ran him over; the day that
the "patient" was so frightened that he fought his way out of the
stretcher straps and onto a nearby ledge; and the abseiling practice that
ended with one of the team hanging upside down, the rope wrapped
round his foot.
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Mike Mason, who had been posted to Scotland, was pressurising the
Air Ministry for more training for all teams. The first training week
started the day after my demob and now a winter and a summer course
are held every year.
I still keep in touch with the team, attending the reunion dinner in
December and the ex-team members meet in June. The biggest change
seems to be that now helicopters will lift casualties out thus dispensing
with long carries.
The general carefree attitude of 20 yeais ago still prevails but their
raison d'etre is ever uppermost in their minds.
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MY TOP TEN
by John Harwood.

In the absence of any stirring recent deeds, and under pressure from
the Hon. Editor, I have been compelled to take the easy way out in writing
this article. Yet another list of the 'best climbs in region X' needs some sort
of explanation and even apology ... but I can offer none save that, at
least, I tried.
The title is fairly self explanatory in that I searched back into the
inner recesses of my memory to find the best ten climbs I had done in the
Lakes. A short list was easy to make but in the final selection I must allow
that one's choice naturally becomes subjective. However, I am not alone
in my judgement, for in the Recommended Routes from the F.R.C.C.
guides, the same familiar names also appear. Perhaps it is just that there
are few really good climbs in the area. My criteria were simple enough. To
start with it had to be a route I had climbed which I am sad to admit
eliminates Pillar straight away. Short or discontinuous climbs were
dismissed out of hand. No notice was taken of grade though most of the
climbs would, at one time, have been considered hard
I think that
difficulty adds another dimension to the satisfaction obtained from a
climb which has a line, atmosphere, and varied, sustained climbing on good
rock.
Starting in the south then (from Low House if you will) one turns to
the only good cliff in the Dow Crag guide; that of the mountain itself. For
me the best route there is Eliminate A. In the 1920's it must have been a
phenomenal first ascent. One can just imagine the uncertainty of the
pioneers as they threaded their way up the buttress, delicately negotiating
the bubbly rock of the initial pitches, the sharp difficulty of the Rochers
Perches and hanging out over the void from the diagonal crack above. The
final pitches maintain the interest and, though escape is possible it is never
obvious. One of the biggest buttresses in the Lakes and, as Eliminate A
takes the easiest line up the front, it has to be No. 1.
Over the hill into Langdale finds one faced with a baffling choice of
superb little routes. Sword of Damocles I reject as it is not sustained and
this takes me on to Gimmer. This is such an excellent crag that I have to
choose something if only because of the excellent rock. The choice seems
to be between three climbs close together at the junction of the S. W. and
N.W. faces
Gimmer Crack, Gimmer String and Kipling Groove. Of
these I think that Gimmer String has the best pitch (but it is only a pitch)
and Kipling Groove has the name (but only a little, rather groping,
difficult climbing). This leaves Gimmer Crack to become No. 2 on the list.
The crux is probably the mantleshelf of the 4th pitch, the sort of move one
finds hard but never likes to admit it. The overhang above is straightforward despite its appearance and the whole has a comfortable oldfashioned air of large stances, pipe smoking and tweed jackets
well
worth the walk up the hill.
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Totalitarian, Raven Crag, Thirlmer
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The north side of the valley next throws up the mound of Pavey Ark.
Searching in the chaos of frightening walls like Hobbit, of rough slabs like
Golden Slipper one eventually finds the piece de resistance lurking at the
eastern edge in the guise of Astra. One begins up Hobsons Choice which is
quite sufficient by way of a warm up. Then a smooth slab leads to the crux.
As protection is lacking one has an excuse to ponder before moving round
onto a startlingly exposed wall and across to a flake which provides the
starting point for a sustained, but easier series of moves, up to a ledge. A
peg then projects the attainment of large holds and the stance. Further
delights follow in the form of a steep series of cracks and flakes and an
overhanging corner where holds appear grudgingly. It has to be No. 3.
Deer Bield Buttress, one of Dolphin's classics, caused me a bit of
heart search when compiling the list. It is only short but there is hardly a
move which isn't interesting. Short pitches and excellent protection
suggest a security which is only belied for brief spells on the two cruxes.
The first pitch is interesting enough with a nice layback on the hard part
but the second is the sort one doesn't easily forget
a very overhanging
jam crack. The third pitch is the crux if climbed up the groove as I did and
then follows a slight relaxation to the final (strenuous on the fingers and
delicate on the feet) pitch. A layback, a sidepull and a grasping reach to the
second best hold in all Lakeland
'it's very nice to go travelling but it's
oh so nice to come home'. Graham's grinning face watched me across it
he'd done it, he knew \
Another splendid route I've climbed with Graham lies on Esk
Buttress; the Central Pillar, This is what I would regard as a model climb.
It attacks the cliff in its centre taking the only line of weakness with
steadily increasing difficulty. The impeccable rock balances the scanty
protection and the exposure is what one would expect from a 400ft. route.
One begins with the best parts of a Severe climb followed by a long,
hardish V.S. pitch. A smooth, deceptive slabby groove takes one to the
crux. As I traversed out of the famous block I couldn't help recalling the
words of an article I had recently read about a failure on the route.
However, when I "just managed to curl my fingers ovei a hold above" I
kept going and we completed the climb which Ken Wood reckons to be the
best in the Lakes so it has to be No. 5.
Brooding above one on the left as one ascends to Esk are the harsh
lines of ScafelFs East Buttress. Many famous routes here but one which
stands out: Ichabod. I love the name. It rolls off the tongue so well and
with such an association of feelings
Ichabod, Shibboleth, Woubits.
They're all classic routes yet hard ones. Rationalising one finds that
Ichabod has only about 100ft. of hard climbing but it is really sustained
and has 'atmosphere'. The first pitch climbs overhanging cliff but rarely
overhanging rock. On the hard part the aid peg had broken and, as I
endeavoured to use a nut in its place, the treacherous metal popped out and
slid sickeningly down the rope. With the speed born of desperation I was
able to make the bridge to end all and gain safety in the form of a vertical
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corner on the right. The stance (or should I say belay) was above from
where I could watch Geoff's antics on the 2nd pitch. This was a really
technical groove which keeps the issue in doubt to the very end. It is well
protected, however, and falling leaders are easily held in spite of the
but take care not to hook your heel into a sling hanging from
stance
your waist while attempting the groove!
Round on the Main Buttress goes the most famous Climb in the
Central Buttress. This is my No. 7. The direct start provides
Lakes
merely a pleasant introduction up to the Oval. Then it is the Great Flake,
a little polished now but steeped in legend. One can picture them now
Edwards in pouring rain, the sparks flying from his nails, or Herford
peering down from the top on an early inspection. Even now it is not easy
and a desperate layback move has to be made till the top of the flake (the
best hold in the Lakes) can be grasped. The upper pitches, whichever way
one goes, are still excellent and one ends up shaking one's head and saying
"this was climbed in 1914!" Incredible.
I've only three choices left so quickly into Borrowdale where only
Praying Mantis catches my eye. Goat Crag is a miserable place but it is big
and has good rock once one has excavated for it! However, towards the
right side the cliff has always been clean and it was here that Les Brown
made his effort. The first, and hardest pitch, goes up a pod-shaped groove,
very precarious to start, and continues via a thin jamming crack round a
bulge to the stance. Though there is a direct continuation, the classic way
is to traverse left and then back right to reach the final pitch. This leads
past a most unusual thread runner (in a hole), over an overlap to the final
the way off is not one of
slab. The only blemish to the route then comes
the best!
Raven Crag, Thirlmere, is a nice cliff and in Totalitarian has a
cracking route. There's a lot of varied climbing and every pitch is interesting. The first part is much steeper than it looks and demands
'dynamic' climbing up a wall on the hard part. This leads to the superb
groove of the second pitch where holds seem just sufficient on perfect
rough rock. The crux of Communist Convert continues the interest up to a
cowering belay beneath the summit roof. This is turned to the right where
a vertical crack, which leaves one suspended above the whole sweep of the
crag, finishes the climb.
Across the valley lies Castle Rock. Although there are many good
routes here, I have neglected to include any as, with the exception of the
Girdle, good climbing is either short or the route contrived. However I
must mention the most exciting and unusual twenty feet of climbing in the
Lakes. Those who have perched on top of the tree on North Crag Eliminate
will know what I mean. Surely the Yew must be stronger than steel ?
I've left my final choice for what I regard as Lakeland's best crag
Dove. There are several very good climbs here, all with much of a
mountain flavour. Hangover has for so long been the classic of the cliff and
quite rightly so, for it finds its twisting way up a. most formidable piece of
i
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Praying Mantis, Goat Crag.
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rock and there are no escapes! The Big Three (Dovedale Groove,
Extol and Hiraeth) are the modern classics and it will be worth no prizes
to guess that I have chosen Whillans' masterpiece for climb No. 10.
Forget about the introductory chimney and go via Hangover and good
rock to the beginning of the 150ft. main pitch. This has everything one
could want
overhangs, slabs, walls, grooves, cracks. The climbing is
sustained, varied and very impressive. All in all the best pitch I've climbed
in the Lake District and the sort of first ascent most climbers would give
their eye teeth for.
So there it is. I'm sure they're not everyone's choice but then a
selection like this must always remain a very personal thing. But I guarantee
that these routes will provide enjoyment for many years to come.
The Climbs: Eliminate A, Gimmer Crack, Astra, Deer Bield Buttress,
Central Pillar, Ichabod, Central Buttress, Praying Mantis, Totalitarian,
Extol.
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NOT A CLIMB BUT AN ADVENTURE
by Dave Hughes.

To most people the name Spitzkop has little meaning but no other
mountain in Southern Africa emerges from the dusty pages of old journals
with the same irresistable attraction as the "Matterhorn of South West
Africa".
This beautifully shaped peak of smooth granite, lies on the edge of the
Mamib desert about 50 km. to the north west of Usakos. The countryside
is extremely arid although a wealth of bushman paintings and stone
implements bears evidence of more fruitful and fertile days. Spitzkop, or
more accurately the Great Spitzkop, is part of the Spitzkoppies group
which includes the only slightly less remarkable ridge of the Pontok rocks
to the east. The mountain rises 3000 feet straight out of the plain and has
been known and admired since the early days of the exploration of South
West Africa. In the German colonial times the "Deutsche Kolonial
Gesellschaft fur Sudwest-Afrika" established a farm post in the vicinity,
the remains of which can still be seen.
It seems likely that attempts were made to reach the summit in the
early days although no record remains apart from a legend which claims
that a member of a German party after having forced a way to the highest
point failed to return. In the "Outspan" of February 11, 1938 Eric
Rosenthal described the inaccessibility of the Great Spitzkop and doubted
"whether its top will ever be trodden by the foot of man as it cannot be
scaled by accepted methods of mountaineering". This article encouraged
a party of Servie le Roux, D. H. Woods and I. C. L. Smith at least to have
a close look at the peak. D. H. Wood's eloquent prose more than
adequately recaptures the image as the party caught their first glimpse of
Spitzkop. "From our northerly aspect it appeared as a smooth-sided,
ruddy pinnacle, sharp pointed and clear against the horizon, its sheer faces
reflecting the morning light in varied hues of pink and purple". A preliminary inspection ruled out the northern and western sides as
impossible and so le Roux and Smith attempted the east face and eventually reached the south ridge not far below the summit. Unfortunately
further progress was blocked by a smooth gendarme and the attempt was
abandoned. In 1945 a party of German mountaineers repeated the same
route with equal lack of success.
In July 1946 a Mountain Club party of Shipley, Schaff and O'Neill
also failed to surmount the gendarme and decided that the only alternative was an assault on the north face. They followed a couloir which
ended in a chimney and after squeezing through a narrow opening they
found themselves above a ledge which led round to the north-west corner
of the mountain. The party abseiled down to the ledge and traversed round
to the corner from where the route looked feasible apart from an unclimbable belt dividing the ledge from the upper section. Rather than give
up it was decided that "if the mountain would not yield to ordinary
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methods we would violate the rules of mountaineering and cut our way to
the top". Consequently four days later, armed with a hammer and chisel
the assault was renewed. After four steps had been hacked out of the
granite a violent wind blew up and saved the mountain from further
degradation. By now the group had been battling for seven days to reach
the summit and this last set-back proved too much.
Later in the same year Hans and Else Wong with Jannie de V. Graaf
arrived at the highest point reached by the July party. There they found
four small steps chiselled in a steep wall with a piton placed in a convenient
crack between the pairs of steps. With the aid of another cut step it proved
possible to move up the smooth granite slab and reach a stance forty feet
higher. This was the key to the climb and although the remaining 400 feet
to the summit were not easy Spitzkop was climbed.
In 1958, Schreiber and Lachenmann erected a summit cross consisting of three metre-long angle irons. These had formed part of a worn
out "Herkules" windmill that had pumped water for 50 years on the farm
"Breckhorn-Ost" in the Maltahohe district. Thus an old piece of iron
which originated in the Dresdener-Windturbinenwerke found an
honourable end on the summit of the Great Spitzkop. In 1960 Schreiber
was back again with Lachenmann and Helm to find a way up the west face
after a prodigious exercise in pegging. Very recently a third route was
opened when a Cape Town student Tim Hughes forced a direct line above
the couloir on the north east face although at two points he had to use sky
hooks in holes chipped in the granite.
These two deviations from the North West route were wild
aberrations and the remainder of the forty odd ascents have followed the
original line fairly closely.
Meanwhile back in Johannesburg the Syndicate, a group of British
emigres and other anti-social misfits, gradually became aware of the
paradise of smooth golden granite slabs that was Spitzkop. After a lot of
casual talk it was decided to arrange an expedition for the winter of 1973.
The original Syndicate group of John, Phil, Vie, Gordon, Alex and
myself was depleted by the loss of Gordon who preferred the attractions
of a new wife to the sand of the desert. However, Alex collected Giles and
girl-friend Margaret in Cape Town and Bergfuhrer Udo Kleyenstuber, a
Spitzkop veteran, was found on a local trip to the Magaliesberg. Finally
Felicity Eggleston agreed after considerable reflection to join the party to
add a dash of South African charm and culture.
The party eventually, and to their considerable surprise, met up in the
camp site in Windhoek on the last week-end in June accompanied by
wives, children and a considerable amount of baggage. Now Windhoek
has the reputation of being hot and dry all the year round and so it was
with some amazement that the day scheduled for the approach march,
dawned cloudy and grey. Then after some hesitation it started to rain, the
first time in July since 1939. It was even more shattering than bad weather
in the Alps; at least there it is expected. As the day got greyer the tempthirty-seven
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erature plunged and duvet jackets were produced much to the amazement
and envy of the local inhabitants. Fortunately the bad weather was of
short duration and the following day the groups started to wend their way
towards Spitzkop.
I had planned to leave my wife and family at the coast at Swakopmund while I disappeared into the interior. However, because of mechanical problems with my car I did not arrive at Swakopmund until ten
o'clock in the evening. After a good night's sleep in a holiday chalet I set
off back towards Spitzkop, although before departing I could not resist a
nostalgic look across the Atlantic towards Britain 6000 miles away. It was
a magnificent drive in the early morning across the Namib Desert with
Spitzkop first a grey blur then gradually gaining increasing prominence. I
must say the first sight of that purple spire flanked on the east by the
jagged mass the Pontokspitze and set against the backcloth of the
desert lived up to all my expectations.
Udo had provided me with a very comprehensive description of the
route to the foot of the mountain and I had no trouble following the track
until I reached a dried up river bed. Udo's description warned me of soft
sand. Unfortunately instead of attempting the crossing in one headlong
rush, I cautiously tried to inch my way across and inevitably got stuck. I
was then faced with the choice of either walking the 40 km back to
Usakos or carrying on about 16km to Spitzkop. Visions of Beau Geste and
other schoolday heroes tramping through the desert flashed across my
mind and after some thought I equipped myself with ample water and set
off in search of the campsite. Before leaving I had the presence of mind to
take a photograph of the car; at least it would provide authenticity for the
bar room tales.
Some two hours later, feeling rather hot and weary, I reached the gap
between Spitzkop and the Pontokspitze and instead of the campsite lying
before me there seemed to be nothing but sand, thorn trees and tumbled
boulders. It was then that I found I had left Udo's map in the car, so going
from memory I staggered on along the track. Just as I was getting really
anxious I blundered into the back of one large 1947 Chevrolet; I had
found Alex's party. My tale of woe was greeted by ribald comments and
the total lack of sympathy only friends can show. Eventually their hearts
softened and we all squeezed into the Chev and set off back to the river.
The car proved surprisingly easy to dig out but I decided to leave it on the
far side of the river bed and return to Spitzkop in the Chev as I had no wish
to go through the whole pantomime again on the drive out. Back at the
camp site John's wife Anita brewed us all tea and brought us up to date
with the latest news. Apparently John, Phil, Udo and Rudi, another
Johannesburg climber, had been seen on the summit at one o'clock and
were now on their way down. Phil's wife Bonney, Felicity and Vie were
looking at the bushman paintings and generally admiring the scenery.
I must say the campsite was in a magnificent setting in a shallow basin
surrounded by huge tumbled slabs with the Pontokspitze guarding the
entrance like some prehistoric monster. As the afternoon progressed I just
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lay in the sun and soaked up the beauty of it all. Gradually others started
to arrive back at the campsite. First Jerry and Archie, two friends of Udo,
from the ascent of one of the Pontokspitze and then Felicity looking
extremely sunburnt. By this time I felt I ought to do something so after
visiting the bushman paintings, where I found Bonney and Vie admiring
some wonderful examples of primitive man's art, I decided to reconnoitre
the first part of the route up Spitzkop.
Udo had explained to me that in order to reach the couloir leading to
the north face it was necessary to scramble for about 1500 feet over
tumbled boulders and I thought a preliminary inspection could save a lot
of time in the morning. I made rapid progress finding the climbing very
similar to the north ridge of Tryfan, and I was almost up to the
couloir when I met the others descending. Together we made our way down
and reached the base of the mountain again at five thirty where the
successful ascent was celebrated with a well earned beer. Back in the
campsite Felicity cooked Vie and me an excellent meal and then before
turning in we walked across to look at the mountains under a panoply of
stars. It was such a memorable sight that I decided to brave the hyenas and
scorpions and sleep out; never has there been a more perfect setting.
It seemed only a moment later that Felicity was flashing a torch in my
face to wake me and it was with some surprise that I found it was already
six o'clock. After a typically unwholesome early morning breakfast we
threw our gear into Vic's car and drove across to the foot of the mountain.
On the way we passed Alex's tent where a pale light glimmered showing
that they too were getting ready. By the time we had sorted our gear it was
seven o'clock and we stepped onto the rock just as the first rays of the
morning sun were turning the great granite slabs into gold.
We made very rapid progress over the first section and in less than two
hours we had reached the col at the foot of the couloir. There we decided
to leave bivouac equipment, just in case things did not go according to
plan, and reorganised our gear. We thought we had been fast but Giles and
Margaret appeared just as we were about to move off, having taken only
an hour. Unfortunately Alex was not feeling too well and the fast pace had
taken such a toll that he decided to go back down.
We solved a boulder problem which required a rather bold step
across at the top of a chimney. This brought us to the foot of the couloir
proper and with the face dropping abruptly away discretion dictated the
use of a rope. There followed a series of tricky pitches never really hard
but always devoid of the crucial hold when it was most needed. Eventually
we reached a tree covered ledge where many parties bivouac. Above the
couloir had narrowed to a chimney and Felicity led up this in fine style.
The chimney got progressively narrower and darker and seemed to lead
into the very heart of the mountain. Finally in the pitch black we had to
squeeze through a hole and much to our surprise found ourselves on the
north face above the ledge running round to the north west corner. Vie had
problems in the chimney because of his girth and the two slim members of
the party were able to laugh at his discomfiture.
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After a short scramble down to a fig tree I was able to set up abseil
ropes. By this time Giles and Margaret had caught us up again and we all
gathered on the ledge and then traversed round to the corner to examine
the notorious "cut steps". The first two steps were fairly deep and about
five feet above the ledge while somewhat higher there was a peg. There
were another two steps to the right of the peg but they were pretty
weathered and did not offer much assistance. With little compunction I
gained the first two steps by judicious use of a sling on the peg and then
padded off up the granite slab. The climbing at this point was very
reminiscent of the Bregaglia; just about at the angle of friction and very
exposed but with enough excrescences to feel in control of the situation.
After squeezing between two large boulders the next pitch followed a
40 foot crack and finished with rather a thin traverse to the right to an
obvious stance. From the stance a grassy crack led up for about twenty
feet to the base of a second crack which cut diagonally across the face to the
left. The first few feet on precarious grass were a bit nerve-wracking but
the rising traverse across the face was most spectacular and exhilarating.
This was followed by an easy 40 foot ramp which led to a large stance.
The next pitch was reputed to be the hardest of the climb, so with some
trepidation I climbed behind a huge boulder and gained a slab with an
awkward move. About ten feet above my head was an overlap, from the
bottom of which protruded an inviting peg. I had trouble sorting
out the appropriate hand and foot holds but after teetering up for two steps
I was able to clip into the peg and, with the confidence this gave me,
surged off rightwards to the top of a huge flake. The others joined me with
depressing ease and we gathered together beneath a deep and prominent
crack in the final dome; the so-called "Eliminator Chimney". This was just
like those black smooth gritstone chimneys of my apprentice days and
without more ado I got stuck in. I found it surprisingly easy and was soon
able to swing out right into the summit ridge and then step back left across
the top of the chimney to belay just below the summit. Felicity having been
brought up on the sunny walls and slabs of Natal is no great devotee of
dark dank chimneys and expressed her dislike accordingly. However with
a little encouragement she gained the ridge and stood poised, grinning like
a Cheshire cat, while beneath her feet the face plunged down 3,000 feet
to the Namib.
Vie also muttered a. little in the chimney but was soon leading off to
the summit. Gathering the ropes together I set off in the others' wake to
shake hands and be photographed. We had taken about five hours to
reach the top and according to the summit book we had made the fortyfirst ascent. The view was superb. To the east were the Pontokspitze while
behind them was the distant Erongo Range. Immediately to the north was
the Little Spitzkop, very small compared with its more spectacular
neighbour, while in the distance was the Brandberg Massif. Theoretically
one should be able to see the Atlantic in the west but because of the haze
the horizon just seemed to melt into the sky.
By this time Giles and Margaret had reached the top. More photographs were taken, abseil ropes were arranged and I launched myself into
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a long 150 foot leap down the north face. After the others had followed we
found that the inevitable had happened and the ropes had jammed. While
Vie carried on down arranging the abseil points, Giles and I spent a very
frustrating half hour freeing the ropes. We eventually managed to catch the
others up on the ledge below the fixed rope that we had left to get back up
to the couloir. We all just swarmed up the rope hand over hand although
Vie did make my day when he arrived at the fig tree with his eyes standing
out of his head. There then followed a weary 1000 feet down the couloir
as abseils were set up and ropes collected and coiled. When we reached the
col where we had left our bivouac gear, Giles and Margaret set off down
the bottom section like mountain goats. By this time though our party was
beginning to show its age and we picked our way very slowly and carefully
through the tumbled boulders. We reached the bottom at six o'clock just
as the sun was setting and perched on the bumper of Vic's car we munched
cheese, quaffed beer and savoured a great day.
As Art McGarr said to me sometime later in Johannesburg "Spitzkop
is not a climb it is an adventure". No summing up could possibly be more
accurate or more succinct.
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PROFOUND REPORT

(being the first annual report of the Mountaineering Industries
Training Board)
by Michael Hall.

Your Chairman and Board have pleasure in setting before you their
first Annual Report, in which they can justifiably point to great progress.
Before going into details, readers may find helpful a brief account of the
steps leading to the formation of the M.I.T.B.
Since training boards were created in 1964, H.M. Government has
ever sought to expand their scope, diversify their interests, and generally
tear down barns and build larger; and having set up boards to cover every
activity from nuclear fission to bee-keeping, sought fresh worlds to conquer
by making an appraisal of the world of sport.
Success in this field has been mixed. Few will doubt the success of the
Match-of-the-Day Training Board, where an intensive retraining programme involving all personnel in this thriving industry has resulted in a
marked increase in histrionic ability inside the penaty-area with, on the
other side of the microphone, a correspondingly heightened throughput
of on-the-job phraseology of the "dying seconds of the game" type.
Against this, the Welsh Rugby Training Board had to be dissolved, due
partly to the rigidly amateur status of the industry, and partly to the sudden
defenestration of the Board's chairman, an ex-Rugby League man,
through the window of the Colliers' Arms at Mountain Ash. Consequently, attention was focussed on the most ad hoc and disorganised sport that
could be found mountaineering.
It is hard to imagine now the completely moribund, disorientated
state of mountain training that existed before the M.I.T.B. began its work.
Mountaineering was a purely weekend activity, and thus completely noncost-effective in that seven days' costs were being incurred in only two days.
The Board soon altered that; those clubs whose members only climb on
Saturdays and Sundays can only claim back in grant two-sevenths of twofifths of their levy payments, the remaining three-fifths being retained to
cover administrative costs in members' salaries, 300-page training manuals,
advisers, officers, inspectors, and the ground rent on about half of
Hertfordshire.
Akin to this was the risibly unprofessional approach to training
climbers. Here the Board found the non-grant-attracting method known
in other industries as "sitting beside Nellie" writ large the primitive
practice of being "on the blunt end of Joe's rope". In many cases it was
revealed that the blunt end 'trainee' was a friend of, or at least tolerated by,
Joe a subjective approach completely alien to the training standards
considered desirable by the Board. This situation was only remedied by
paying out grant to those mountaineering clubs whose employees
(formerly known as "members") undertake to go on 48-week blockrelease courses. In this way, mountaineering activity has been transformed
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from an aimless, amateurish form of motion to a labour-intensive, relentless activity in which the accent now properly falls on the act of
climbing rather than on the mountains, inconveniently-placed and
unwelcoming as many of them are, and which now are regarded merely as
a staging-post on the onward march of mountaineering progress
hence
the proliferation of artificial concrete "routes" now to be seen in every
major urban centre and amenity area in the country.
Naturally, none of this has been achieved without opposition from a
small but vociferous minority of reactionary cranks and dissidents.
Corporately, these were quickly brought into line with positive training
thinking; those who were not, for example, the Midland Association of
Mountaineers, are levied at the rate of £3.00 per member, little of which
is recoverable in grant, and that after a year and a day following the end of
the year at the beginning of which the levy became due twelve months in
advance, i.e., the Board do very nicely by investing their levy receipts at
9| % for three years. This, however, is merely the price they pay for
harbouring in their ranks obstinately unenlightened nature-worshippers
who subscribe to the heresy that mountains are to be enjoyed for their own
sake and are not fortuitously placed in situ as character-forming obstacles
in the path of the aspiring executive. Mountains have advanced from being
objects of primitive superstitious awe, through being objects of
scientific interest, then of being appreciated just for being mountains, and
then of being the brilliant discovery of educational faddists, to their
ultimate function of being the handmaidens of the ongoing outsearch for
the fulfilment of human destiny in the context of the technological revolution. (This last sentence was composed by an episcopal member of the
Board.)
Even so, and incredibly, there still remain those, like one rapidlyageing, stunted and myopic, failed-rockclimber and quasi-mountaineer
of limited editorial notoriety, who send in scurrilous reports to the
Board's headquarters. In one case this pathetic fool had the temerity to
question the motives of a party of some fifty youths found wandering on the
Berwyns. He apparently couldn't understand that they couldn't understand that he was actually enjoying himself; what could be more selfish or
out of line with training thinking than the crude concept of enjoyment
and then went on with unwarrantable interference to suggest a better
route off than that which, following water, was laid down by the Board's
official training officer. What better test of the character of inexperienced
youngsters than to direct them down Pistyll Rhaiadr in pelting rain by the
most direct route? Yet this was the selfsame undesirable who was discovered in thick mist at a particular spot on the Brecon Beacons known to
himself, by a large party of the Board's trainees who did not share the
same arrogant certitude, and who after directing them in the way they
should go, actually resented the official strictures of the party's leader on
the dangers of solitary fell walking. He is a dreamer; let us leave him, and
pass on to those inevitable statistics without which no report is complete
nor issue obscured.
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1964
4.84

1974
48,372,461

% increase per annum
appx. 1 million

The above figures represent mountain-man-hours per foot-pound X
calorific value of Kendal Mint Cake.
We, the undersigned, on behalf of all at Piton House, beg to present
our report for your consideration.
G. St.J. SUTTON-PARKER (Lt. Col.)
tELI DUD: ET WULFRUN:
J. ARMIGER SNAPLINK
M. F. HALL.
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THEY'VE ALL GONE...
by E. Roberts.

It would be reasonable to assume that a great many of our members,
and of the climbing fraternity in general, made their first acquaintance
with Snowdonia by 'doing' one of some of the walks, ranging from the
merely boring, thumb ever forward, Bethesda/Ogwen to the V.Diff., by
walkers' standards, East Face of Tryfan or the Horseshoe.
Three walks from the Conway to Ogwen Valleys, whilst not very
exciting for the experienced, or even budding, climber, afford absorbing
interest to the social historian.These walks pass three reservoirs, Cowlyd,
Eigiau and Dulyn, and, of course, the peaks, Creigiau Gleision, Pen
Llithrig and Carnedd Llewelyn, can be taken en route.
The first thing that should strike a walker in this area is the ample
evidence, in the form of derelict farms, of fairly recent occupation and
cultivation. There are three small chapels, disused and ruinous, and, of
course, worked out quarries, the one at Dulyn a producer of "hones" up
to 1908.
I have a close association with the three upland valleys of Afon Ddu,
Afon Porthllwyd and Afon Dulyn, extending over sixty years. My parents
lived near Llyn Cowlyd for thirty-four years, and they were, with my
brother William, in 1953, the last family to leave the area. My memory
takes me back to just before the First War, when there were around thirty
of these small farms occupied and providing a living, albeit a hard one,
for man and wife, and, in many cases, large families. Husbandry
consisted of hay making, a small area of potatoes, an acre or so of oats and
wheat, all for home consumption, but there was, too, a goodly surplus of
eggs, butter and chickens to be carried to the village stores at Trefriw and
Talybont to be exchanged for the weekly grocery order. Thoughts of the
two way trips with laden baskets make my arms ache even this day. Sales
of sheep and store cattle met the rent due November.
Today much is said, and more is written, about urban growth,
industrial development and desecration of, and retreat from, the
countryside. Here, in these upland valleys, we saw the precursors of all
these dams, reservoirs, leats, pylons, pipelines and mini railways scar
the landscape. These, and more particularly, the construction of them,
were an annoyance and serious disturbance to the occupiers of the upland
holdings. The next time you walk from Trefriw or Dolgarrog to Ogwen via
Cowlyd, just stop and look around. On one farm alone, you will see two
lines of pylons, a railway track, an exceptionally ugly overland pipeline
and evidence of two underground water mains. Close your eyes and think;
think of the mess there was during the construction over the years in the
form of masses of material and equipment,wide caterpillar scars, broken
fences, gates damaged beyond closing, clogged ditches and much other
evidence of total disregard for the occupier and his activities. The party of
the first part in all these developments was always the owner of the land,
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the occupier, poor devil having no say except, afterwards, a long drawn out
cheeseparing wrangle in his claim for compensation for damage and
disturbance. And the owners can hardly be placed in the benevolent
landlord class in the carrying out of landlord functions, their contributions to the repair of buildings and fences and to drainage being somewhere between minimal and non-existent, whilst the maintenance of access
roads by the local authority can best be described as scratching.
The farmers left, those of them old enough to retire, to cottages in the
Conway Valley, and those who could continue farming to holdings in a
more congenial atmosphere. The question is immediately posed
did not
their sons and daughters stay on
and here it must be admitted that the
depredations of contractors was not the only cause of the drift and
dereliction.
I, like most of the generation born in the upland area just before and
during World War One, must plead guilty to looking for an easier life, in
lowland farming, in commerce and industry and in the professions. We
lived hard, we worked hard, we have scattered but we all have a love for
the old place.
Cuan Cwm Cowlyd told King Arthur's Knights:
"When I first saw this cwm, it was a forest but men came
and destroyed it. The woods grew again and the forest you see is
the third one here."
Shall we see a fourth ?
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IS THERE SOMEWHERE ELSE TO CLIMB?
by Bob Robinson.

Since writing an article for the last issue of the journal, which dealt
broadly with the U.S. climbing scene (a bit presumptuous of me perhaps),
and since giving a couple of illustrated talks, I have become somewhat
curious as to how the British came to hold their views of our North
American "cousins" and their out of doors scene. I must, of course, desist
from dilating on this philosophical matter because it stretches well beyond
the mere climbing scene, but I have at least been persuaded, discounting a
push or two from Dave Roberts, to write this article in order to try to make
a small effort to dispel what seems to rne to be almost a mild form of
isolationism on our behalf. You may be tempted to say I have a nerve to
make such a wild suggestion, also I am merely seeking cheap publicity for
my proposed visit to the Selkirks and the Rockies in Canada, but neither
of these is the case: all I hope to do is to persuade a few people that a visit
under their own steam to a mountain area which is largely devoid of
picturesque villages and "natives" in the romantic European/Asian sense
which provides limitless opportunities for travel and climbing in very
lightly populated if not almost uninhabited areas, would more than repay
the cost and effort. Indeed, it may even repay in the sense of value for
money if European prices go on rising (as of December 1973), as the
return fares to centres such as Vancouver, Seattle or Calgary is about £100.
And there may even be real live wild bears and perhaps even a few
Indians as well.
Next, as they say, with the Honorary Editor, being short of copy and
so bearing some blame for what follows, let us proceed to the mountains
of British Columbia.
Anyone who reads mountaineering literature will be aware of the
logistic problems of climbing in the popular areas of the world so that
alpinists are these days, entitled to expect at least in the European Alps,
provisioned huts which in addition to their sybaritic pleasures, serve the
added purpose of providing the proper aura of self-righteousness to the
masochists who always carry a weeks supply of provisions come what may.
Alpinists would also be a bit put out not to find a pub in every village and
maybe also a chang bar en route in the Himalayas and places to pray in for
good weather and salvation and shrines to commemorate the fallen.
Climbers might also expect to be able to arrange a helicopter hire service
for an airlift of supplies on Mt. McKinley or Mt. Waddington or now,
even in parts of the Himalaya and in Peru, and certainly the availability of a
rescue helicopter in most mountain areas.
If one neglects the air lift possibilities, the American mountains
remain somewhat different, if not refreshingly so, as the other facilities and
choices are rather more limited. Of course, for some of the expeditions you
may airlift in the gear to a base and perhaps the party as well, but the
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common way is to waJk or, in some areas, hire pack horses. There will
rarely be a pub in the valley and for many if not most of the areas, the
booze also has to be lifted in by the climbers.
The time has come to be specific which brings us to the Bugaboos
(Selkirks) and the Rockies, and as I am sure you are bursting for a blow
by blow account of my ascent of the north wall of Bugaboo Spire, I will
whet (or dull) your appetite with two quotes, the first from Conrad Kain
who was an Austrian guide taken to the Rockies by the C.P.R. when they
opened up the region 70 or more years ago. He climbed a large number of
first ascents and said simply in 1909 "it's a rough country". Bill Putnam,
President of the American Alpine Club, who edited the present guide only
a few years ago added "it still is!" An author of a guide to the Cascades
range which isn't very far away says, in his introduction, that the "reader
should make sure of his own rescue operation arrangements in advance
because there will otherwise be none, and to stick as firmly as possible to a
climbing plan in case rescue is needed".
However, fret ye not: it isn't that bad. I chose the first area, the
Bugaboos, because in the Bugaboos the walk in from the road head is
short, a mere 4 or 5 hours with a heavy pack, and there is a pub in the form
of a year round open lodge also at the road head; and secondarily the Lake
O'Hara area in the Jasper Yoho Park region of the Rockies, because yet
again we are saved excessive labour as there is at the road head and within
walking distance of the base cabin, a small hotel owned by the A.C. of
Canada, and the park service bus does most of the carrying, cars being
banned.
To tempt you, let me expound on the excellencies of the climbing.
The Bugaboos are a particular group in the Selkirk range and one of hundreds of such groups. The view from any summit is of a limitless sea of snow
covered peaks. For climbers their uniqueness is that they are made of
superb granite giving steep climbs on firm rock as well as superb alpine
tranverses. Relatively few routes have been done, when one considers the
scale of the range, though, with the coming of a new A.C. cabin and two
high bivouac huts the range may be opened up.
To digress a little on the uniqueness of the area, few people other than
climbers visit it, not even walkers. It is popular with some skiers who, in
this region use the helicopter for their yo-yo enjoyment and are guaranteed
something like 50,000 feet of downhill in a week based on Hans Gmoser's
lodge. Because of the almost exclusive use by the climbers it has become a
target for the environmentalists and conservationists who have accused
climbers of making trails, causing erosion by repeated camping and leaving
trash and garbage. At one time an American climber was so impressed
with the unspoilt nature of the area he tried to persuade the Canadian
government to sell it, but they refused. Hans Gmoser has made a few trails
and crossed swords with the puritanical high priests of aestheticism on the
opening up of new mounting areas for the hoi polloi, a clash which most of
us Europeans find somewhat out of our normal purview in the context of
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the exploitation and desecration of our own mountain scene, but nevertheless rather refreshing in my view: if the high priests aren't right, maybe
their gospel is and we shall all have to pay more attention to it to conserve
the climbing areas for ourselves and the future.
But, as they say, back at the ranch they were reading their guide book
A guide to the Interior Ranges of British Columbia
which is about
as big as say the guide to the selected climbs of Mt. Blanc, and found that
it covered an area about twice as big as the entire Alps and that the
Bugaboos are merely one of 50 groups in the five main mountain areas
dealt with, though they each cover an area about the size of the Bernina
group. However, it isn't easy to get lost if the weather is OK.
As the guide book says, they were first visited by climbers in 1910 but
exploration didn't begin until 1916 when Bugaboo Spire was climbed. The
original route remains the via normale with one severe pitch in an otherwise delightful climb of moderate difficulty. Conrad Kain solved the crux
by hooking his axe in a crack for security, but this move these days is
safeguarded by a nut. However, it is indeed very exposed as the glacier is
2,000 feet below. In descent a rappel offers a simple bypass. As to the other
very few were recorded before 1930 and most are after 1940. When the
lumber men came in the 1920's their logging road made access easier, but
lack of maintenance let the road fall into decay and by 1940 it had become
almost impassable. More recently the province has made an effort to keep
the road open which led to the construction of Hans Gmoser's lodge which
has a view rather like that of the Bernina from Diavolezza, except that it is
well below the tree line.
As to my visit, we began by driving for 12 hours non stop from
Seattle overnight, did final shopping in Spillimacheen and Radium Hot
Springs, the nearest villages on the main road and then entertained thoughts
about hiring a helicopter to lift the heavy gear from the lodge to the camp
site, but these led to nothing so it had to be a 25 mile drive on the dirt
logging road which gave us some difficulty because of flood damage to
reach the lodge and then the dreaded walk in carrying the week's full load.
As an "elder" in the party my pack was lighter though equally as
monstrous as the others. We had food for a week, tents, fuel and the usual
collection of gear. Two of the harder men were lumbered with an inordinate amount of ironmongery or so it seemed to me, even though they
intended to attempt at least one relatively hard route. A proper pack frame
is essential in my view for such heavy loads. I needed a tight hip strap to
hold my body together it seemed, but this tended to cut off the circulation in my legs, so I spent four hours alternating between paralysis
and collapse, or so it felt at the time.
The camp site is known throughout the North American climbing
world graphically as Boulder Camp because the main feature of this high
morraine meadow site is the huge boulder under which generations of
climbers have set up camp, surrounded by tiny carefully built up and
tended camp sites for small mountain tents. On our arrival in early July all
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remained snow covered but some of the party put up their tents on the
snow whilst the others opted for the cave under the boulder. We all had
"insulite" pads which are made of non absorbent dense foamed plastic.
There were as it happens two fibre glass igloos at the camp set up by the
A.C.C. for emergency purposes, but traditionally these were used (they are
no longer there) by ordinary climbing parties who could of course have
moved out if necessary. After a couple of nights an earlier party left so we
moved in and the wooden floors made life much more comfortable. The
A.C.C. has now put a hut at the site and lifted the igloos to much higher
situations so that the range is more accessible. One last word is that the
Boulder Camp is just above the tree line and also at the edge of the
mosquito limit and we found no problems with the aid of the various
repellents to keep the braver bugs at bay. The other problem of the site is
inquisitive, voracious and ingenious ground squirrels which are astonishingly skilled at invading one's food supplies unless all is properly stored
away, which means using either metal containers or suspending a sack on
a wire from an overhanging rock or tree. Again, we survived their onslaught but others were less fortunate. Apparently some effort was made
to reduce their number illegally
a misguided and furious climber tried
shooting them with an air pistol and was found out. A concentrated effort
to eliminate garbage and pack out all waste, which is the rule, have
reduced their numbers.
As for bears, they are rare.
As to the climbing, I think it unnecessary to give you descriptions of
the routes because so few of you will be familiar even with the names that
blow by blow descriptions will bore you, or that is what I think without
wishing to be patronising in any way.
The main peaks around the camp are Marmolada, Pigeon Spire,
Bugaboo Spire, Snow Patch, Crescent, Flat Top, North Post, East Post
and the Howser Towers: there are many more. All of them have a selection
of excellent rock ridge routes and some of the expected more or less easy
trade routes, as on East Post have pleasant scramble routes which are, for
lungs and legs excellent training climbs. I cannot do justice to all the
climbing in the technical sense because I myself was there for only a short
time intending to survey the prospect for a future date as much as to enjoy
superb scenery in a new circumstances as well as sample the climbing, but
I would observe that the faces and ridges of these magnificent peaks in a
remote setting of great grandeur gave me feelings of immense satisfaction
at having merely visited them. Merely exploring them at a future date is
an ambition of mine. For the record, I climbed East Post, Pigeon and
Bugaboo and had a general walk around the glaciers in the first six days
and then, after contemplating Snowpatch and the Howser Towers was
dragged unwillingly away to Lake O'Hara where one of my friends had a
score to settle with Hungabee.
There endeth the first lesson.
From the Bugaboos to Lake O'Hara is a few hours by car and en
route it is easy to stock up with supplies, even luxuries because the way into
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the climbing area is by bus run by a company with a franchise from either
the C.P.R. or the park service, or a bit of both
I was never quite sure
which had the controlling interest. What is important is that the bus will
take literally anything. From the car park not far from the trans Canada
highway the bus follows a dirt road through picture calendar scenery as
far as Lake O'Hara. Now Lake Louise, which is the C.P.R.'s showpiece
and is laden with hotels, gewgaw shops and all the usual tourist trimmings,
is literally on the other side of the hill but Lake O'Hara, which is much
smaller and more remote is in the opinion of many people much more
beautiful and one of my American friends from Seattle who would forgive
me for calling him a middleaged university professor, expressed the
opinion that Lake O'Hara was his idea of heaven on earth. He, supported
by his sons, hoped to knock off Hungabee. For the others, it being our first
visit, exploration was just as much the aim.
The mountains are frankly a bit rotten and there is an apochryphal
story which paraphrases Mallory's comment on why he wanted to climb
Everest (or was it just mountains) and his answer that it was "because it
was there"
well in the case of the Rockies the answer is that "because
tomorrow it may not be there". I never found the alleged rottenness
sufficient to put me off. There are many areas in the Alps where I have been
which I have found much more forbidding on this count and my experiences haven't put me off.
As to the scene of the action, the bus trip ends at a small Alpine-style
hotel which mothers a gaggle of small unobtrusive log cabins set near the
lakeside, all serenely beautiful. The hotel will serve meals and booze
including good strong Canadian beer (8 % stuff). Not far from the hotel in
an alpine meadow clearing in the coniferous forest is the A.C.C. cabin
which in turn mothers two or three dormitory huts with communal bunk
sleeping, European hut style with plenty of room. The cabin is equipped
for cooking and eating and has an "altar" in the shape of a huge woodburning stove. Camp sites abound for those who want to camp. It is really
a most delightful area, but what has to be borne in mind is that there are
no shops for miles and if supplies run out it means a day round trip by bus
and car to replenish, not that this is any disadvantage. I cannot think of a
comparison except perhaps, say, camping at the northern end of the Val
Ferret and having to get down to Morgex by car, after reaching Cou by
bus. The scenery could not be as majestic as far as the altitude of the
mountains is concerned but is spectacular in its own right.
For our trip we stacked all on the bus including cardboard cartons of
food and carried it from the road head only about a mile to the cabin.
There were only half a dozen other residents and only two were climbers,
so we rather spread ourselves. The plan was to climb four peaks in the
remaining 8 or 9 days, two from the single high hut below Mt. Victoria,
which is the head of the classical tourist view from Lake Louise, and the
others from the valley floor, bivouacing as necessary, this being the
normal thing of course. We had ample and varied supplies of dehydrated
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food and reckoned that 2| Ibs. could give us between 5,000 and 6,000
calories a day, so weight carrying was not a desperate problem.
In parallel with what I said about the Bugaboos, I won't bore you
with a blow by blow account of the routes but will try to summarise them
enough to stimulate your own interest, or so I hope. From the cabin we
first climbed Odorrey which is rather like an easy Bernina peak but
provided a wonderful view point for all there is in the area. Its features
are an easy couloir, a rotten buttress and a long easy ridge, on which,
strange to say, we found a rue sac abandoned under pressure the previous
year by a climber from Edmonton. We retrieved it, drank the brandy and
fruit juice and returned it to the hotel and months afterwards had a letter
of thanks as the manager knew and returned it to the owner.
The next trip was to climb to the high hut, which took a day, and then
climb Mt. Victoria and Mt. Haig. These are both alpine ridge climbs and
not difficult. We abandoned the idea of transversing one of these as
Hungabee had to be assaulted. In the event Hungabee, which is a major
expedition, assaulted us with snow and ice covered steep rocks and the
two-day campaign ended in failure and retreat, which gives us the excuse
to try again. A bivouac was needed on the approach to this peak.
That completed the mountaineering saga but I should, I think add a
footnote about the general ambiance of these North American mountains.
There is, for example, something uniquely satisfying about the feeling of
being self supporting to a rather greater extent than one feels in the Alps,
especially the sense that everything including provisioning the party,
cooking, bivouacing, climbing using rather sketchy guide books and with
few other climbers about and even the prospect of rescue operations at the
other, is exclusively under ones own control and that one is undoubtedly
in wilderness areas on the fringe of very thinly populated upland regions.
This feeling gives a different approach to the pace and objectives of the
holiday and seems to me to enhance all aspects of a climbing vacation,
most especially the friendships of those involved.
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THE KARRIMOR TWO DAY MOUNTAIN
MARATHON

by Geoffrey Wood.
The Two-Day Mountain Marathon was conceived in 1968 by Jerry
Charnley and Lol Clarke as an event "catering specially for the ultra
endurance men who seek challenging competition in the hills and
mountains of Britain".
The first competition was held in North Yorkshire and the following
two in the Lake District. During this period a pattern and tradition for the
event evolved of a hard first day followed by an enforced camp with a
slightly less demanding second day to give a total distance of about fifty
miles and approximately 13,000 feet of climbing over the two days. A
formidable enough proposition but not I thought an impossible one for
anyone fit and used to long hard days.
Competitors entered in teams of two. The route on each day was
unkown to them until they opened their sealed envelopes which contained
the map references for the several controls to be visited each day. The event
combined the uncertainty and challenge of orienteering on a large scale
with the prospect of having to make some unusual traverses of mountain
country which many thought would be familiar to them.
Last year when the event was held in Snowdonia, the competition was
divided into two classes, namely "Elite, catering exclusively for the most
competent and experienced and covering a course of approximately fifty
miles" and the "Standard, also very demanding and embracing the same
hazardous terrain but reduced in overall distance to thirty-five miles".
This was the pattern for 1972 when the event was staged in the remote and
beautiful hills near St. Mary's Loch in Selkirkshire, an area largely unknown
to many of the competitors.
The five competitions have witnessed dramatic changes in the competitors' preparation, both in mental approach and equipment for this event.
In the early years many teams wore normal walking gear and carried
conventional tents, some even using framed rucksacks to carry their
equipment. The old dogma that stout boots are essential for mountain
walking has been thrown overboard. The leading teams in both Elite and
Standard classes now wear orienteering or running shoes. Broken or sprained
ankles seem no more common than when wearing boots. Most competitors
manage to comply with the regulations by wearing or carrying breeches,
waterproofs, sweater, tent, sleeping bag, torch, whistle, compass, stove and
food and still keep their rucksack to about 12 Ib. My own kit has decreased
in weight from 25 Ibs. in 1970 to 11 Ibs. in 1972, without either any loss in
comfort or reduction in safety standards.
It was Eric Byne's article in the 1967 M.A.M. Journal which made me
consider attempting some long distance mountain walks and persuaded me
that the mountains held a new challenge for me. A challenge which has
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turned out to be just as worthwhile and perhaps a little less harrowing than
trying to knock off the latest H.V.S. at Stanage. Leo and I both studied
High Peak by Byne & Sutton and determined to try and emulate the
walking peformance described therein.
That classic walk of my youth, the Marsden-Edale, which I had never
attempted, was completed easily with plenty of time for afternoon tea in
Edale. The Marsden-Edale double proved more trying, particularly when
the torches failed on Black Hill on the return to Marsden. A bivouac
somehow seemed inevitable until the thought of a thermos flask of iced
orange juice in the car at Marsden spurred us over the last five miles.
Other classics like the Fellsman Hike, Manx Marathon, Welsh 14 X
3,000ft. Lakeland 4 x 3,000ft. Derwent Watershed and the ColneRowsley followed until Leo and I thought ourselves fit enough, although
not 'ultra endurance men' to attempt the Two-Day Mountain Marathon.
In October 1970 we presented ourselves at the Eskdale O.B.M.S.
complete with heavy boots, anoraks, cagoules, in fact all our heavy
walking gear. Our framed rucksacks contained what we thought were the
necessary and irreducible essentials for the weekend. The officials at the
start first thought we were spectators and could hardly believe we intended
to compete!
After the starting whistle we transferred the map references of the
various controls to our map as quickly as possible. We then set off up
Miterdale expecting to be in the van of the competitors who surely
couldn't read and write as quickly as we. Imagine our surprise to find that
90 % of the field were already well up the fellside. The technique used was
to mark up the map on the run. Clearly we had a lot to learn.
Despite this initial setback, we eventually reached the first control by
a small tarn near the top of the Wastwater Screes. We then began to
contour round under Scafell into Upper Eskdale to a remote stream
junction and the second familiar red and white orienteering marker.
Slowly we hauled ourselves up out of Eskdale to Three Tarns and over
Crinkle Crags. A gentle jog down to Red Tarn followed by a slightly
rising traverse across the south side of Pike of Blisco to spot height 1,760
and the third control.
Our route now lay across Wrynose Pass over Wet Side Edge and
Swirl How followed by a steep descent past Levers Water to a checkpoint on a stream bend near the copper mines. A steady drizzle added
misery to my fatigue. The nearness of Low House and the possibility of
some members being in residence began seriously to compete in my mind
with Leo's apparent enthusiasm to climb back over the Coniston Fells and
try and find the overnight campsite in the dark. My plans were unnecessary
for when I arrived at the control, Leo had already chatted up the people
there and arranged for a lift back to Eskdale in a National Park Land
Rover! Our first attempt at this two-day event had ended in failure. We
resolved to be better organised next year.
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In 1971 the event was to be held in Snowdonia and our hopes rose when
we learnt that the H.Q. and start were to be Plas-y-Brenin. Surely we could
do better on more familiar ground. Having decided to enter again our
dilemma was which race, the Elite or Standard ? After much discussion we
decided that this was to be the year of the big effort and filled in an entry
form for the Elite.
We gave more thought to our equipment and reduced the weight we
had to carry to 13Jibs. The principal savings were achieved by using a
light-weight nylon rucksack and modifying our conception of what
constituted a tent. We eventually settled for a polythene 'Bivi-Tent',
which is a large plastic bag supported on two 18 in. wooden poles at the
opening and tapering to a wedge at the closed end. It would just
accommodate us laid on our sides facing the same way and was the minimum
provision which would pass the kit inspection.
Our careful preparations and training suffered a setback when I had
to stay at work until 1.00a.m. on two nights before the race re-drafting
some budget estimates. We drove along the A5 from Bangor towards
Capel Curig more asleep than awake. A clear sunny morning heralded a
superb day and our spirits rose as we passed Tryfan. The East Face looked
as if it had been etched in blue-grey steel in the clear morning light.
At the start we saw many familiar faces. Everyone said how unfit they
were but all looked fitter and more confident than we felt. This time we
managed a better start and were amongst the leading teams in the mad
dash to the first control. As the route developed we lost a little ground to
the fast men but eventually reached the first control at Llyn Caseg-fraith
on a spur of the Glyders. An undulating traverse took us to Bwlch Tryfan.
We then ran down to Llyn Idwal and then began a rising traverse across
the slopes of Y Garn to little Llyn Cywion, cradled in its remote and
beautiful Cwm. Leo made an orange drink and I drank from the water of
this Llyn for the first time. A quick glance at the map showed that our
third check point was at a stream junction below the Black Ladders. To
reach it necessitated a descent into the Nant Francon and then a steep
climb over the spur of Penyrolewen and a further descent to the control.
The climb out of the Nant Francon was purgatory, The combination of
hot sun, too much cold orange juice and lack of sleep over the previous
week proved too much and I was sick. Leo insisted that although I might
indulge my stomach and be sick I should, nevertheless, keep climbing and
not stop and break the rythm! Team No. 30 nearly broke up at this point
until we both agreed that the important thing was to finish the first day and
still be sufficiently fit to put up a good show on the second. We therefore
decided on a war of attrition and gave up the shock troop tactics which
anyway were not proving very successful. We now walked from the third
control to the fourth on the summit of Gyrn and then over Llwytmor and
down to the next check-point at the dam on Llyn Anafon. Here some
glucose tablets and chocolate gave us fresh energy and determination. We
raced up to the col between Drum and Foel Fras and along to the next
control overtaking three teams en route. It was clear now that the light
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would soon fail and the evening was becoming cooler. We donned
sweaters, found our torches and set off with another team for the
penultimate control.
We reached the campsite beyond Llyn Eigiau in darkness. Leo pitched
the tent and sorted out the gear whilst I made a brew. After a hurried meal
we crawled into the tent and spent a fair night. We both thought that we
might have been more comfortable in individual plastic survival bags.
Being cramped together in the tiny tent we were both reluctant to move for
fear of disturbing each other and therefore found it difficult to relax and
fall asleep.
We were awakened next morning by peals of thunder and were treated
to a magnificent natural firework display with vivid flashes of lightning
dancing on the horseshoe of hills surrounding us. Three blasts on a
whistle interrupted our thoughts and we realised that we had to crawl out
of the tent, feed, pack up and be ready to start the second day in about an
hour's time. All too soon we stood before the familiar row of numbered
envelopes, which resembled soldiers at a roll call after a battle, with
several gaps in the natural sequence of numbers from 1 40.
The controls were quickly marked on the map and we set off over the
Craig Yr Ysfa ridge to the first control on the stream about half a mile
from the outflow of Llyn Fynnon-Lloer. It soon became clear to us both
that although we could possibly finish the second day we were most
unlikely to finish within the time limit and that some of the final controls
would be withdrawn before we could reach them. The rest of the route lay
past Glan Dena to the top of the Devil's Kitchen and then a circumnavigation of Snowdon, picking up controls in Cwm Clogwyn, Cwm
Caregog and Cwm Dyli, followed by a traverse of Moel Siabod for the two
final controls.
The foregoing analysis coupled with the observation that Glan Dena
was occupied prompted me to invite Leo to look over Glan Dena. We
entered Glan Dena to find the working party in residence. Introductions
were quickly made. We explained our needs and mugs of coffee were
quickly prepared and thrust into our hands. Our second attempt at the
Mountain Marathon had failed.
The preliminary announcement for the 1972 Marathon advised
intending competitors to purchase O.S. Sheet 69 Selkirk. None of us knew
the area were there any hills, how long would it take to drive there,
should we enter? These and other queries filled our minds. Purchase of
the map showed that there were indeed plenty of hills and that the area
looked fine, sparsely populated with few roads and plenty of remote
valleys. In places the contour lines were so close together they merged into
a brown haze. Clearly there were many possibilities most of them hard and
all very interesting.
Leo elected to team up with Bob (Astles) co-winner of the first two
events and Cyril joined me. All four of us decided this year to enter the
Standard Event, only thirty-five miles and about 11.000 feet of climbing
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over the two days
it should be a piece of cake. Cyril then read the fine
print, the thirty-five miles and 11,000 feet of climbing were only approximate and then only by a carefully selected route. Clearly this was the
minimum anyone could get away with. Should we the first time round be
able to choose the best route ? Would the controls be at easily recognisable
features ? These and other doubts plagued us as we sped north along the
M6. Cyril was now studying the start list and final instructions. He
announced that there were now seventy entries in the Standard Event and
that he felt certain we should beat some of the other teams. This year the
ages of the competitors were given and we had the highest aggregate (97)
of any team in either Event. Would the advantage of experience outweigh
the disadvantage of age ?
Arrangements had been made for the competitors to camp in the
grounds of St. Mary's Loch Sailing Club. My vintage Arctic Guinea was
soon erected. A substantial meal cooked and eaten: we had a last look
round the sailing club and then sorted out our kit for the race. The usual
last minute decisions of how many fruit bars and how much chocolate to
take were made after these items had been transferred several times
between rucksack and reserve pile and then back again. At last the
irreducible weight of 11 Ibs. had been reached and then in a fit of mental
abberation, I slid my electronic flash gun into the top of my sack.
On the Saturday morning we were awakened by the alarm at 6.00 a.m.
We lay until 6.30 a.m. and then quickly dressed, had a cup of coffee and
went to register and have our kit checked. Afterwards we ate a leisurely
breakfast outside the tent. The car radio confirmed that the high pressure
system would remain over the weekend and that the early morning cloud
and mist would disperse. Sunny spells and cold wind
ideal conditions
were predicted for the weekend.
All too quickly I found myself standing once again before the familiar numbered envelopes. Would my third attempt prove lucky ? There was
certainly no M.A.M. hut available to act as a bolt hole as on my two
previous Marathons. Once again the blast on the whistle, the transfer of
six figure numbers into small circles on the map to be followed by the
initial scamper up the fellside. This time we paced ourselves more carefully. After all we felt as the senior team we should show a certain dignity
and set an example to our younger colleagues.
Although the hills were larger and the slopes longer and steeper, the
country was reminiscent of the Yorkshire Dales and Derbyshire. When on
top of some sections were like that desolate section of Bleaklow between
Bleaklow Stones and Outer Edge. As the day developed we were both
impressed with the beauty and scale of the Ettrick Forest Hills. Many of
the remoter valleys we crossed looked as if they hadn't seen as many
walkers in ten years as now past through in a few hours. A few isolated and
abandoned farms told their own story of depopulation and the drift of
people to urban communities. In Snowdonia and the Lake District these
farms would have been sold and converted into weekend retreats, but
here they remained neglected and deserted.
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As the day developed the route unfolded and the sublety shown in
siting the controls became apparent. We had two long legs of about seven
miles between controls with a choice between three of four alternative
routes. Route finding ability was going to be as important as speed and
stamina in recording a good time. We made several serious errors in trying
to locate the fourth check point, marked as Standing Stones on the 1 inch
map and which turned out to be mere pebbles some 2 feet high. Then in the
late afternoon we climbed and traversed the last fell before jogging down
to the campsite to finish 28th out of sixty-four starters.
Coffee was made and being drunk when Cyril casually observed that
the meths stove which had been placed inside our tiny polythene tent to
shield it from the wind was beginning to melt the tent roof. My problem
was how to remove the hot blazing stove without spilling burning meths
and causing more damage. The snuffer had been left behind to save weight.
I resolved the problem by grasping the stove with Cyril's balaclava and
then dropping the singed balaclava into the stream. Our soup and the rest
of the meal were eaten in stony silence.
After taking some flash photographs in the twilight we talked with old
friends around the bonfire before crawling into our bags and trying to
compose ourselves to sleep. Now Cyril is longer and larger than Leo and
insists on sleeping in a doubled-up position. The result was we were
jammed into the tent and-up against each other like sardines in a tin.
Mercifully the night was fine and we managed to sleep.
On awakening there was the usual mad scramble to be ready for the
start. For some unknown reason I had developed heel blisters on the first
day. The second day proved much easier than the first but walking at an
angle as we contoured on steep slopes gave rise to a scrubbing action on
my blisters which was agony. Route finding gave us no difficulties. As we
descended past the Grey Mare's Tail Waterfall we saw the fell we had to
climb rise like a house side across the valley. When we started to climb it
proved as steep as it had appeared. When we paused for a rest we had to
hold onto the heather to stop ourselves sliding back to the road.
A final stream junction then the top of a small knoll and we were
jogging down the last slopes to the finish. After three years the completion
of the Mountain Marathon had become a reality. We eventually finished
25th out of the sixty-four pairs who started. At the presentation of the
prizes Lol Clarke thanked all the helpers and competitors for making the
1972 event so successful and hoped we would all be back in 1973.
As we drove south along the M6 we discussed the weekend and the
future. Should we be together next year, either as competitors or should we
retire and offer to man a control ? After the blisters had partially healed Leo
came round for coffee. We talked of many days on the hills but never
mentioned the Marathon until when he was leaving he said "You know
Geoff, if we became really fit I think we could manage the Elite in 1973."
But that's another year and another story!
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SOUTH-CENTRAL ICELAND
by Sheila Shuttleworth.

'On Foot in Iceland' promised the brochure, and inside it offered
enticing descriptions of walking tours in uninhabited parts of Iceland.
Right at the end of the list was advertised a different tour, one which
offered mixed walking and vehicle trekking in the uninhabited mountain
areas of South Central Iceland. On this I went, since by taking a vehicle
specially equipped for mountain trekking, more distance can be covered
than on foot alone and it is possible to explore a wider variety of the many
different types of terrain that exist in this part of Iceland.
We left Reykjavik Youth Hostel on August 19th, 1973 in gloriously
sunny weather. Surely being Iceland, this weather cannot last we said.
But it did, and for the next five days we had perfect sunny weather and
superb visibility wherever we went. After that, the weather reverted more
to the Icelandic norm, cyclonic. After a pleasant drive through green
pasture lands (visiting some tourist spots en route) we arrived at the
farmstead of Fljotsdalur in the Fljotschlid, a valley bordered by the
mountains and glaciers of the Eyjafjallajokull, the Myrdalsjokull and the
Tindfjallajokull. We drove up the valley just as the sun was setting,
tingeing everywhere with pink and golden light. Fljotsdalur is the furthest
farmstead in the valley and the old farmhouse is now a Youth Hostel.
The following morning we loaded up the mountain bus with provisions and cooking utensils, and the party of 12, plus the tour organiser
he as guide she as cook, and the skilled Icelandic driver,
and his wife
set out on the drive along the south coast to the region of the famous Laki
eruption of 1783 where we were to spend the next few days. Along the
south side of the Eyjafjallajokul the 'road' runs on the narrow strip of
coastal plain between the mountain wall and the sea. Out at sea the
Westmann Islands were prominent, with clouds of steam rising from the
shoreline of Heimay still hot from the eruption in February 1973. Beyond
the small township of Vik we crossed an extensive desert of soft black
sand, This area is vulnerable to eruptions of Katla which lies underneath
the icecap of the Myrdalsjokull and is now due to erupt at anytime. In
eruption Katla emits ash, melts the base of the iceshield and the black
waters rush out from beneath the ice and cause disastrous floods in the
adjoining dessrt. Further on, we began to meet the lavafields of the Laki
eruption even though we were some 30 miles away from its source. The
outpouring of lava from this eruption is the largest in the world in historic
times; the floods of lava made their way down the river beds and fanned out
over a wide area of the coastal plain before coming to rest. The lavafield
in the coastal plain today resembles a choppy sea of large lumps of
clinker all covered with a very thick carpet of pale grey moss, a little
reminiscent of a rough hillside with heather. Some arctic varieties of
saxifrage have found this a congenial place in which to take root and
flower. We now turned inland away from the lavafield and went up into
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the hills making for a shepherd's hut in a remote upland valley. The hut
was at the, now ruined and deserted, farmstead of Eintunanals and is a
bare loft built over one of the old stables. The building is owned and
maintained by the farmers for their own use in the autumn round-up of
the hill sheep. So little visited is this charming area that the young Icelandic driver had never been to the district even though his grandmother
had been born at the farmhouse itself.
The next day we set out from Eintunanals to visit the source of the
Laki eruption. At first we traversed across covered basalt hills with river
courses guarded by lines of cliffs, some of columnar basalt. As we penetrated more deeply into the higher hills the vegetation grew sparse and
ultimately vanished altogether apart from pink tufts of thrift stubbornly
clinging to the stoney surface. All at once we found ourselves overlooking
the plain down the middle of which the fissure eruption had occurred. We
could see a string of black and red craters extending for about 7 miles in
direct line with Laki hill (818m) standing solitary at the far end. The
whole of the plain below was filled with a sea of lava. We continued our
drive through this plain and climbed up Laki hill, partway by the bus and
the remainder, the steep and more interesting half, on foot. From the
summit we could see another line of craters extending on the far aside of
Laki hill for a further 7 miles (making 14 miles of craters in all) continuing right up to the ice-of the Vatnajokull. Laki hill existed before the
eruption and was literally split open by it. The cleft made in the
mountain by the eruption was in direct line with the craters and we
peered into the narrow dark fathomless fissure, which ran right through
the hill from one side to the other, just as one would inspect a crevasse. In
the distance we could distinguish the main prominences of the south-west
side of the Vatnajokull even as far as the Oraefajokull, while beneath us
on one side of the crater line stretched the sea of lava while on the other
side was a region of whaleback hills coated with a uniform, covering of
dark grey ash. Laki hill consists of a tuff breccia and we saw many plants
on our way up the scree such as Alpine Mousear, Araba, Sedum, Saxifrages, and Veronica. Descending from the hill we then scrambled up and
inspected some of the nearby craters. These were steep sided, about 30 to
60 feet high and were composed of red and black clinker and lava spalter,
all now covered with grey moss. The clinker pile was still quite loose and
the cone rim thin. In the late afternoon we drove back to Eintunanals the
way we had come, some members walking the last few miles across the
hills.
The next morning we said goodbye to Eintunanals and drove away
from the district up the Skaftar valley, observing en route some greylag
geese, to visit another famous volcanic fissure, that of Eldgja. Eldgja is a
wide rift, reputed to be some 18 miles long, created in an eruption in about
the tenth century. At one end the rift walls are unbroken for about 3 miles
and the chasm is about 600 yards wide at the rim and about 1,000 ft. deep.
The mountain Gjatindur (935 m) rises steeply at the far end of the rift,
forming its head and towering above it. We walked up this hill and were
rewarded with far reaching views to the Langjokull, Kerlingarfjoll and
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Hogsjokull, as well as a fine end-on view down the rift itself. We came
down from the mountain and then descended right down to the very bed
of the rift by scree running down the dust and stones coating the rift wall.
This was followed by a walk out down the whole length of the bed of this
portion of the rift, passing a picturesque waterfall (Oevafoss) on the way.
I noticed a single stonecrop bravely making a stand for life on the coalblack cinder floor of this deep and desolate trough.
We returned for the night to Hanipufit, a large shelter built by the
farmers on the only 'road' through these uninhabited highlands and which
provided stabling on the ground floor with roomy living quarters above.
Tourists may make use of the upper floor and hence the hut has a warden
and a small store. Fortunately, being late in the season we were the only
visitors there that night. In the late evening the clouds which had been
hanging over the sea all day moved in over the land and we said goodbye
to the fine weather.
Our next exploration was up the Faxasund an area very rarely visited,
even by the farmers, but very beautiful in its wild remoteness. The
district lay between two parallel lines of jagged peaks whose flanks were
coated in a motley of dark grey ash and bright green moss. The stoney
desert wilderness in between consisted of a series of smooth whaleback
hills over which we coursed in the vehicle as though on a switchback,
making our own way through the maze. Some of the ridges along which
we drove were for a bus quite narrow. At one stage the only feasible route
was to drive in the flat river bed through a gorge. Near here we caught
sight of a flock of pink-footed geese circling round the valley, we must have
disturbed them. Our objective was Sveinstindur (1,090m) a mountain at
the head of an adjoining valley. To reach this we had to navigate a way
for the bus through the intervening wall of mountain peaks at the top of
the valley. We ultimately found a narrow pass hidden amongst the
utterly barren sandy wastes and crags, but the going on the far side of the
pass was very soft, like ploughing through a snowdrift, and in wet places
like driving over quicksands. Had the vehicle got really bogged down here
we were told we were 3 days walk from the nearest habitation. It is fortunate the mountain vehicles carry short-wave radio. We reached the foot
of Sveinshindur, but the weather had deteriorated to a gloomy rain with
mist down almost to the valley floor. So we had to abandon our climb on
foot for that day and 'regretfully we made our way out of the district by
following a trail down this second valley. We slept that night in the next
valley to Hanipufit, in the loft of a very old, small, shepherds' hut on the
shores of Alftavatn, a tarn in a remote and peaceful spot.
We were now to spend several days away from the vehicle in the
district of Strutslaug which is inaccessible to motor vehicles, so before
leaving Alftavatn we loaded up our packs with dried food, utensils and
sleeping bags ready for the walk-in. We spent the 4 hour walk-in to
Strutslaug in heavy, driving, squally rain, tramping with head bent down
over hillsides covered in soft green moss and up and down the steep
cinder banks of innumerable hill streams and erosion gullies. Strutslaug
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is a valley basin, complete with hot spring, on the edge of the rhyolite
mountains of the Torfajokull and within, easy reach of its main summits.
The valley is about a mile wide and is occupied by the braided channels of
streams flowing into a lake at the far end. The lower slopes of the hills are
covered with moss or bare cinders but higher up the vegetation gives way
to bare stone and scree. The sole habitation is a primitive shelter, built on
one of the cinder covered slopes and consisting of corrugated iron sheets
nailed over a timber frame and set like a gable roof directly onto the
cinder floor. All the materials for construction had to be back-packed in
over the hills. A notice inside the door read in English and Icelandic :'THIS HUT was built in July 1972 by Scouts and Guides from
the Venture-Forth Base at Cartmel, in England, in conjunction with Dick Phillips of Fljotshlid.
It is dedicated for public use, without charge, and with no
traveller having priority over another, for so long as the area
remains inaccessible to motor vehicles.'
But for the bad weather we should have had two full days walking
excursions to the main summits of the Torfajokull. However, in the one
spell of dry weather we had instead a most enjoyable bathe in a large pool
fed with hot water from the hot spring diluted to order with cold from an
adjacent hill stream. On the second day in desperation we set out for one
of the peaks but were forced to turn back off the high plateau because of
the low, driving mist and rain.
The weather for the walk-out was if anything worse than the walk-in
as the wind and rain were now right in our faces. This time our journey
was to walk through the hills, again for 4 hours, to rendezvous with the bus
on the far side of a river flowing over a sand plain. Although at the point
we crossed the river it was only knee deep it was well over half a mile wide.
So, in the gloomy rain and fully shod and clothed we plunged into this
river, straightway went numb with cold from the knees down, and splashed
and stumbled our way for 20 minutes across the sometimes soft, sometimes firm, sandy river bed to reach the dry ground on the far side where,
thankfully for us, a well-heated bus stood waiting for its dripping clients,
in good weather the views from this sand plain which lies on the northern
edge of the Myrdalsjokull are very fine. We drove close to the edge of the
Ice-cap where it comes right down to the level of the plain and made for
Hvanngil, a valley just off the sand desert where there is a modern, quite
large shepherd's hut (again of the stable and loft design) built primarily
for use during the autumn round-up of the sheep. In the tourist season this
area is accessible to vehicle, but as we were late in the year we were the
only visitors. The bus had brought with it on its return new supplies of
fresh food, which were most welcome.
We left Hvanngil the following morning in improving weather to
blaze a motor trail northwards to the east of Hekla. This had not yet been
done by a vehicle as large as a mountain bus, but our driver had made a
successful attempt the year before from north to south and we set out to
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see if we could retrace his tracks. At first we followed a well used vehicle
track but later struck north, away from the trail, and drove over a black
desert area until we found our way barred by a range of hills. We coursed
along the foot of this range our eyes scanning the hillside, as though it were
a rock pitch, looking for a route that would 'go'. We had one or two
attempts but got bogged down in soft ground and were forced to retreat to
our 'stance' on the plain. Ultimately, after some difficulty in negotiating an
old snowfield at the top of a col we did descend safely on the far side. Our
way now lay close to Krakatindur (1,025m), an isolated, spectacular
looking mountain surrounded by lava from an eruption in 1878. Just when
we were only a few miles away from our objective in the north we found
in a valley that, where we wanted to cross the river it had in the last year
altered its course so much that the far bank had been eroded away into
sharp black cliffs, and was now quite impassable. We only managed to get
round this obstacle by much searching for an alternative crossing and by
levelling out a track for the vehicle with spade and shovel and rendering
it firm by stamping on it with our feet. But this was the last difficulty and
our objective was soon reached. Bad weather had set in again by now but
this did not seem to bother some whooper swans seen not far from the
'road' we had now joined which led to Landmannalaugar.
Landmannalaugar is a hot spring region in the rhyolite mountains. It
is a very popular camping spot with the Icelanders in the holiday season
and at such times is very crowded. Within the camping area there is a
roomy hut owned by the Touring Clubs of Iceland in which we stayed.
The hut is modern, has a warden, and provides sleeping mattresses, selfcooking and dining facilities but no store; hot and cold water are accessed
at the nearby stream. The hut closes at the end of August and we arrived
in the middle of the final week to find the place almost deserted, but then
the weather had been very bad and the camping ground, which was at
river level, was utterly sodden.
The following day was fine and we left the hut on foot for a complete
day's mountain walking in the high rhyolite. By the hut the valley was
flanked on one side by a vertical wall of lava 50 ft. or more in height. This
was the abrupt end of a lava flow which had come from a mountain about
a mile away filling the whole of the intervening area to a considerable
depth with a tumbled mass of lava blocks. We clambered through this
lava field and emerged near to this mountain onto the bed of a ravine
leading far into the bare rhyolite mountain massif. Rhyolite is a fine
textured rock, and when broken down in this region the formations
resemble those of shale and clay, but vividly coloured. The colours of the
bare ravines and of the open mountain sides here were breathtaking,
ranging from cuprous blue greens, rusty oranges, to pale fawns. After
walking up the stream in the bed of the very colourful ravine we ascended
a narrow ridge of 'shale' onto a viewpoint (about 1,000 m) from which we
could look onto the main range of the Torfajokull. We then traversed
across some snowfields which, since the snow is no longer clearing from
this region from year to year, are compacting into firn with deep crevasses
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forming on the lips of steep slopes. Suddenly we came upon a boiling
spring situated in a small depression only about 20 yards away from the
thick verge of a snowfield. The spring consisted of several boiling pools of
mud, one like turquoise paint, another red, together with several noisily
bubbling water pools, and one very hot but still, clear blue tarn beside
which hot steam issued from fissures. The warm earth hereabouts made
cosy seating for lunch, if rather sulphurous in scent and noisy. Nearby a
second boiling spring was issuing a continuous roar of steam and vapour
like a steam railway engine going at full speed. After lunch we ascended
still further and crossed a plateau consisting entirely of black obsidian
(a dark volcanic glass) to climb a rhyolite peak rising out of this plateau.
From this summit we had extensive views in all directions. The area is very
rarely visited but is most rewarding. We returned over the plateau descending to the lavafield behind Landmannalaugar via other colourful
'shale' and 'clay' ridges from which we could observe more (but smaller)
boiling springs dotted about the steep sides of the deep ravines. That night
at Landmannalauger was the final night of our tour and we celebrated it
by entertaining the warden and his family, including grandma, to a
candlelight meal of sheep's head stew (delicious), expertly cooked by the
tour organiser's wife.
The day of our return to Reykjavik was brilliantly sunny. We drove
away from Landmannalaugar on a road which ran high up on a hillside
looking down on a large lake (about 1 mile square) surrounded by the
mountains. It was one of those mornings when the air was very still and
the mountains beautifully mirrored in the water. The view was so peaceful
and the atmosphere so hushed that we stopped the bus and got out for a
while in order quietly to absorb the peace and beauty of the scene. Suddenly, breaking the silence, and resounding across from the far side of the
lake, came the clear, unmistakable call of the Great Northern Diver. A
breath-taking moment, never to be forgotten. Maybe the bird was calling
to its family of young which we could see swimming below us on the lake.
No more fitting experience, both aurally and visually, could have been
chosen with which to complete a visit to a most interesting and varied
region of Iceland.
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CORSICA 1973
by Ted Lloyd.
I had been to Corsica three times before and a long-standing desire to
revisit the Bavella mountains, coupled with the gentle arm twisting charm
of Shirley Marshall and a certain amount of Talisker administered by
Stuart Hutchinson, led me into agreeing to lead this Meet. As it turned
out, because of the difficulties of transport and the counter attractions of
the Alps and the Pyrenees, the party was limited to London Section
members and their friends, happily joined by a Swiss contingent. In all,
the party consisted of eighteen amiably anarchistic members and friends
of ages from two upwards. Their times of arrival and departure were
distributed randomly over the period 12th August to 8th September and
their movements around the island were fairly Brownian. The whole party
were together for a week in the Asco valley.
Trevor Savage and his party were the first to arrive and spent a week
exploring the mountains of the Restonica, before the second wave arrived
and established ourselves in a forest camp site near to Zonza. Trevor
Savage's party was already set up in an idyllic spot on the other side of the
Bavella pass about 14 miles away so that we were able to occupy our spare
time by visiting each other. Our party in fact arrived, as is a London
Section custom, in the dark after a thunderstorm, and spent a few engaging
hours searching a wild and dripping forest for somewhere to camp; we
were helped by a French party who we had disturbed, and we were able to
form the nucleus of a shambles which could be developed later.
Our first day was spent reducing the disorder of the previous night,
awaiting new arrivals, driving to the coast and sampling the warm salty
waters of the Mediterranean on the southern tip of the island north of
Porto Vecchio. Zonza itself is a small town lying to the south of the
Bavella group of mountains and to the west of the Foret d'Ospedale and
about 25 twisty miles from the coast.
The mountains of Bavella are very rocky and are divided into two
groups by the Bavella Pass. To the north of the pass lie the Towers of
Asinao, a series of rocky pinnacles rising to between 5,000 and 6,000 ft.
and providing accessible and spectacular rock climbing. To the south and
east of the pass stretches the main chain of the mountains, very wild and
rising to about 5,000 feet from magnificent forests of laricio pines. Parts of
the chain and their rock faces are readily accessible but the eastern ridges
are difficult of access. One of the peaks, a magnificent rock tower called
the Punta di Bonifacio, is, as far as I know, still unclimbed and was one of
our objectives. For both walking and climbing the area has much to offer,
including a wealth of unclimbed faces and pinnacles. It has been little
visited by British mountaineers, the climbing having been developed by
the French, Germans, Austrians and Swiss.
Our first expedition was to traverse the Towers of Asinao from the
Bavella pass on a glorious sunny day. This is one of the best mountain
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walks I know, always interesting, with easy rock pitches, and passing
through spectacular rock scenery, needing care in route finding. We
arrived at the Ravin du Santon in the early afternoon and spent about an
hour there looking down over a sea of unclimbed pinnacles on the slopes
that descended steeply to Trevor's camp site. A large herd of goats was
ascending the Ravin; each goat had a bell, each bell was proportionate in
size to that of the goat and the goatherd must have been exceedingly
musical because the series of bells were tuned to the same pitch and as the
herd progressed they played fantastic melodic music to our astonishment
and delight. We wished that we could have recorded this for it was super
pastoral music. And so we returned to the Bavella pass and beer in Zonza
after a strenuous and delightful first day.
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The next morning we visited the wonderful Genoese town of
Bonifacio, which is perched on overhanging limestone cliffs on the southern
tip of the island. In the afternoon we bathed warmly from the beaches of
Palombaggio, returning to Zonza through the delightful villages of
Sotta and Levie, bursting with cafe life in the twilight hour.
The following day was in the nature of a reconnaissance for an
attempt on the first ascent of Punta Bonifacio. The whole party, including young Alasdair Hutchinson (carried by Jean and Stewart) met at
the Bavella pass and climbed the Promontoire. This rocky peak of about
5,000 feet is approached through the magnificent Bavella Forest and then
by way of the Trou de la Bombe (one of the wind eroded holes through
the ridge which are characteristic of the Corsican mountains), to the
summit plateau which is situated in the centre of the south eastern part of
the Bavella chain. It formed a magnificent belvedere from which we were
to gaze at our intended peak and make plans for the next few days. It able
became obvious that the approaches to the mountain were fraught with
difficult terrain in the way of maquis and deep rocky gorges; the North
ridge of the mountain itself looked as though it gave about 1,500 feet of
Severe climbing; the other faces and ridges looked considerably
V.Diff.
harder.
On the following day Stuart and I set off after a furtive two glasses of
pastis at the inn in the Bavella pass. We were laden with about 45 Ibs. of
equipment and food, including about a gallon of water each. We had
decided that the best approach was to climb up to the Col de Finosa, a
rise of about 800 feet, and then to work our way along the old track to
Conca until it was possible to descend from the Col de Bracciuto into the
great Gorge d'Aracale, which ran round the foot of our mountain. All
went well until the descent of about 3,000 feet into the gorge. The devastation of a fire in 1960, coupled with the subsequent growth of vegetation
had destroyed the track and littered the ground with large decaying tree
trunks. Additionally the slope constituted a large south-facing bowl,
which in the heat of mid-day was extremely arduous. The lower slopes
which descended into the gorge were trackless and it was here in the thick
undergrowth that we disappeared from each other's sight. We managed to
communicate by shouting, but the only intelligible message we could get
through to each other was that we would meet in the bed of the gorge,
which was about 500 feet below. This 500 feet took three hours to descend;
it was steep with small cliffs, the whole ground being cluttered with six
foot high maquis, interspersed with a bramble-type shrub with 20 feet long
tendrils and thorns like penknife blades. We both fell over hidden boulders
from time to time and were locked by thorns which clutched at our clothes
and entangled the ropes. We ultimately emerged at the bottom as tired as
either of us had ever been, torn and suffering from heat exhaustion. There
was, to our relief, a river flowing through the gorge; we found a sandy
beach, made tea and bathed in the river until we cooled off.
It was a wild and beautiful site for our bivouac and we lay in our bags
watching satellites riding the skies and listening to the odd intimidating
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noises coming from the forest. Our situation was discouraging since the
slopes on the other side of the gorge were just as thick with thorn bushes
as those we had descended and we decided that our only chance was to
climb up the gorge which countoured the mountain.
Next day we cached our gear and set out on a reconnaissance up the
gorge, which narrowed with great rock walls on each side and contained
beautiful rock pools; by mid-day we realised that the expedition was going
to take far more than the three days we had allowed and that with a party
of two we were beginning to push our luck. We reluctantly returned to our
bivouac site, experiencing a violent thunderstorm en route.
It seemed a pity to return by the way we had come, and in fact we
doubted whether we could, so we decided to follow the river down to
Ste. Lucie, near the East coast. This turned out to be a formidable
expedition in itself, boulder-hopping down gorges and taking to the rock
walls and the maquis when the water became deep. Climbing above deep
water with a 40 Ib. rucksack made progress hesitant at times.
Towards dusk on the second day we were wading waist deep in the
river when we saw two figures swimming towards us, wearing wet suits and
snorkels. We hailed them in French and they answered in English and took
to their frog feet swimming down river, giving us zero information to our
questions. They must have taken us for Corsican bandits, since we were
both fairly blood-stained; one leg of my trousers was torn off, I was
wearing a battered straw hat and Stuart was carrying a machete. It was
nearly dark so, soaking, we bivvied in the trees on the edge of the river,
hoping to find ourselves near civilisation next morning. We spent the night
listening to the rustlings, crashings and screaming noises of wild pigs and
owls in the forest around us.
We made a very early start next morning and it was the mixture as
before. Several attempts to get away from the river led us again into the
maquis and eventually we waded slowly over slippery boulders until after
four hours we reached a bridge (Pont de Fontarella) over the river with a
good track which in six miles led us to the little town of Ste. Lucie. There
were thunderstorms and it poured with rain. People came to their doors
and windows to wonder at us and eventually we came to ground in a little
cafe about 40 miles from where we had left the car; we were dripping with
water, exceedingly tired and I was semi-trouserless. In this state we had
the delirious experience of being chatted up by two pretty French girls.
Staunchly we searched for non-existent public transport and in the end
went back to our wives by taxi, which cost 80 Francs.
And so all we did was to touch the base of the mountain, but it was a
fine wild expedition and we shall know better next time _we'll start at
the little pub with the girls in Ste. Lucie!
Meanwhile the rest of the party did some exciting water-slide bathing
in the river near Trevor's camp site and Helen and Dorothy went over the
Col de Finosa along the Conca track, trying to get a glimpse of us on the
Punta Bonifacio. Several explored the small hill towns in the southern part
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of the island. The two Davids explored the night life in Bonifacio and
found themselves in intimidating competition with the Foreign Legion.
Life in camp was not without its excitement. Previous experience had
led Stuart to take an electric fence to protect our tents from the ravaging
wild pig. With this we caused a great commotion by trapping some
Italian motor cyclists who arrived in the night. Jean was bitten in the leg at
midnight, by a daring fox, who later entered Stuart's tent and was, literally,
thrown out. Trevor's party was visited by a kleptomaniac fox who stole
their socks and scattered them around the forest. One night Trevor woke
thinking that James was snoring badly and found a long-nosed beastie
sleeping with them. Our Italian neighbours were raided by wild pig and
had to build a stockade to keep them out. Going to the 'arrangements'
in the forest, particularly at night, always gave a thrill.
From Zonza we all moved to the Asco valley, where we were happily
joined by Tom and Regina Kerrich and their Swiss friends Rudi and Lisa
Anner, who were wandering through Corsica. Asco is terraced into the
mountainside, with narrow streets like a Himalayan village. We camped
high up in the valley in the forest near the Stranciacone river, under the
slopes of Monte Cinto. We were visited by the Forester, who was a
delightful character, so knowledgeable about his mountains, forest and
wild life, and who fortunately, was impressed by our standards of camping.
He too had visited the Ravin d'Aracale when he was dropped there by
parachute during the Second World War.
Trevor and Eileen, a day ahead of us, had already climbed the Punta
Mazzagno, above the camp site. The rest of us started by climbing La
Mufrella from the Plateau de Stagon, an easy peak with pleasant rock
ridges and a summit from where we could look across to Monte Cinto and
the great rock ridges of the Capo Larghia and the Punta Minuta and down
across the mountains of the Bonifato region, which we were to visit later.
On this day, for the first time, we met other climbers.
Next day we were up bright and early and set out from Stagno to
climb the West Peak of the Capo Larghia. The route starts by climbing up
into the magnificent Cirque de Trimbulaccio, bounded on one side by
Monte Cinto and on the other by the North Ridge of the Punta Minuta
and leading to the Breche Felix between the East and West peaks of Punta
Larghia by delightful scrambling on rough granite. From the Breche the
route went up a long steep series of slabs in a corner, and on to a
beautifully airy summit ridge, all on delightfully rough rock in the sunshine. This is a beautiful rock mountain with an exposed summit and we
were a happy, relaxed party. We made a leisurely descent to the bar at
Stagno, drank beer and planned the next two days, determined to make
the most of the weather and our growing fitness. Sadly we had to say
goodbye to Trevor's party and to Rudi and Lisa, who were continuing
their wanderings after a lively three days with us.
Our plan was to traverse Monte Cinto and traverse along the ridge to
its north-east as far as Capo Berdato, and then descend somehow to Asco.
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Five of us
Tom and Regina, Helen, Stuart and I
set our fairly
heavily laden, and almost independently worked our way up the ordinary
route of Monte Cinto, which from Stagno goes into the Cirque de Trimbolaccio and then up a very wide couloir, with most impressive rock
scenery, to the Col de Borba and over a great desert of scree to the summit
ridge. The weather started to cloud over here and we managed to lose the
route and involve ourselves in rock climbing over isolated pinnacles before
we found the summit and set about finding the way on to our ridge in
mist which made the route ahead look formidable.
After some enterprising exploration by Tom, we established ourselves on a fairly comfortable ledge, anxiously watching gathering
thunderclouds all around us.The day was my birthday and the rest of the
party had brought goodies with them, and so before dinner we had a
cocktail party. Tom and Regina had brought, as a surprise, peanuts,
cocktail biscuits and olives and above all a leather bottle full of pastis.
We followed this with a four-course meal, with candles burning around us
on the rocks, supplemented by lightning flashes from spectacular
thunderstorms raging along the French and Italian coasts and approaching near to us. It was a splendid evening and we lay contented in our
bags on our high balcony and watched the satellites pass by and the
storm, which miraculously missed us, until the clouds enveloped us and
the rain spat fitfully and we burrowed into our bags.

CINTO
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The morning dawned greyish and chill but soon the sun shone
through and somewhat in a daze we started off and picked our way
through the confusing array of pinnacles lying along the ridge between
Cinto and Monte al Ciuntrone, crossing Breche Flender and then
traversing a long stretch of exposed but easy slabs on the southern flanks
of Ciuntrone to reach the Col de Tarrici. From here we traversed on to the
Northern side of Punta Sellola, roped up and climbed a series of chimneys
to the summit ridge, crossed the summit and worked our way down a great
confusion of rocks, traversed three large gendarmes, and climbed over a
number of smaller ones to reach a col between Sellola and Capo Berdato.
By now is was raining persistently and we decided to descend a couloir
which we thought to lead to the Bies de Manica. This, after about 1,000
feet, developed into a serious affair with long reaches of steep slabs running
with water. We made several escapes from it and were forced back into it
until eventually we found a fault which traversed the mountain on to easy
ground and with frantic effort managed to get on to the old Cinto track
just as darkness fell. Then by torchlight we worked our way through the
forest, stepping carefully through dozens of salamanders, basking in the
wet darkness, and back to camp. It was a splendid expedition, with all the
thrill of exploring high rock mountain ridges with a companionable party.
It was time to move, the weather was bad, and the party wanted
sunshine and sea so we packed and sauntered by car across the hills to
Algajola, a small and pleasant little port between Calvi and He Rousse on
the west coast. We camped almost on the beach, the storms had passed
and we festered in the sun, swam, and visited the glorious hill villages and
forts of the Balagne
superb, relaxed country this, with the mountains
of Bonifato and Paglia Orbo, as a backcloth and the sea spread out below,
the challenges in the distance and the soft life at hand.
We wrenched ourselves away to Ronco at the entrance to the great
Cirque de Bonifato and carried our loads up to the bivouac site at
Spasimata. This is an ancient bergerie in the upper forest, a fine site with a
stream, a great outlook across to the ridge of Punta Innominata, and
sitting on the slopes of Punta Spasimata, which was our objective. There
are all sorts of comforts here wind breaks, levelled patches and stone
benches and tables constructed by generations of climbers. Unfortunately
there is a plan to construct a C.A.F. Hut here, since it is conveniently
situated for the traverse from Calvi to Asco across La Mufrella.
More pastis from the leather bottle (habit-forming), a warm peaceful
starlit night and away early. Dorothy and Helen explored the coombes
leading up to La Mufrella, beautiful rocky walking country, while the rest
of the party traversed the Punta Spasimata, going up the West Ridge (an
AD climb) on beautiful exposed rock, with no real difficulty, but having
three spectacular abseils; while we were abseiling we were circled by a pair
of hopeful lammergeier, sailing effortlessly between the gendarmes. Tom
let us all down on his abseiling machine. The descent to the East was easy
and we raced down, bathed spontaneously in the cool river and carried
down to Ronco in the twilight. We stopped at an inn on the road and ate
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and drank hilariously, butter beans and red wine with everything and
great hospitality.
And so the next day we lazed, bathed and packed (finding a scorpion in
the tent), ate and lay under the stars on the warm beach, finishing off the
pastis and sleeping till dawn. We all enjoyed it, everyone was nice to the
leader and Corsica was again a joy, compounded of a mixture of endeavour
in its high and lonely mountains, and warm sloth in the beautiful hill
villages on the coast.
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SOUTH AFRICAN PATAGONIA EXPEDITION.

Summary of the Mountaineering Expedition
to the Cordilleira Del Paine
in DecemberIJanuary, 1971/2.
by Paul Fatti, Leader.
There were nine of us in all, the seven chaps being members of the
Mountain Club of South Africa, and the two girls being Janet, my wife,
and Judy, the wife of Tony Dick, another expedition member. The others
were Carl, my brother, Mike Scott, Roger Fuggle, Richard Hoare and
Paul Andersen. We made our base in the Rio Frances valley, and our
objectives were the Sword and Second Cuerno (or Cuerno Norte), both in
the Cuerno range, and both unclimbed.
We established a Whillans Box on the snowfield at the foot of the
West face of the Sword, and after that it took us eight days of siege tactics
to get up the final 1,500 feet rock pillar to the summit, which Mike and I
reached on 19th December. The following day, Tony, Roger, Carl and
Richard also reached the summit. The reason for our relatively slow
progress was the standard of the climbing involved, about 80 % of which
was artificial (we graded it 6 and A2), and the weather. Several blizzards
hit us on the rock and on some days it really was intensely cold.
We climbed the Second Cuerno from the South-West, and it took us
three days of climbing to get to the top. The main difficulties were on the
first, 1,000 feet of granite, which again provided a lot of artificial climbing,
(grade 5 sup and A2), whereas the last 1,000 feet was up snow and black
rock, which went much more quickly. Tony, Mike and Paul Andersen
reached the summit on 30th December, and were followed shortly afterwards by Roger, Richard and myself. We really had something to
celebrate at New Year!
As we still had about three weeks left we decided to have a go at the
huge (4,000 ft.) East face of the Central Tower of Paine. It took us about
a week to establish an advanced base in the Rio Ascensio valley (about 15
miles from our base in the Rio Frances valley) and a Box on the glacier at
the foot of the face. We managed to get about 4J days of climbing, in
between spells of bad weather, after which a five-day storm wiped out our
chances of getting to the top in the time available. We had reached a point
just over a third of the way up and were approaching the huge diedre
system leading up to the top. It really will be a most fantastic route
perhaps the finest rock climb in the area
and should go without the use
of bolts. (We didn't use any bolts on the expedition).
Our final retreat from base camp was an epic in itself, as the Rio
Frances was in full flood, which necessitated a perilous swim through the
icy torrent to establish an aerial ropeway to get the rest of the party and
equipment across.
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OBITUARIES

Dennis Munns.
PHOTO : Arthur Witheridge

DENNIS JOHNSTONE MUNNS, B.Sc.
Dennis Munns died peacefully at his home at Streetly Wood on
llth May 1973 after a long illness and all who knew him well must feel
the loss of a stalwart friend.
He joined the M.A.M. in 1936 and my first awareness of Dennis was
when we met while waiting for the Glenelg ferry in the summer of 1937.
The lively and humourous vein in his character was revealed in that brief
meeting. Events in the next few years were to bring about a lifelong
I was to meet and marry his sister Freda, while from a
friendship
he was to meet Eileen Turner his future wife.
small group of my friends
Until the outbreak of the War he spent most week-ends and holidays
in North Wales or the Lake District, camping and climbing, discovering
all the standard guide book rock climbs. M.A.M. Meets were rarely
missed while the Alpine meets at Fionnay and Saas Fee gave Dennis
further experience of snow and ice work in more serious expeditions. Some
years earlier while at Grindlewald he had climbed the Wetterhorn.
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This was but the beginning of an impressive climbing career which
with varying intensity lasted throughout his life, shared by Eileen who
having overcome her initial fears of rockclimbing was now a devoted
mountaineer. It was Dennis's habit to deny his rock-climbing ability, but
he was sound on rock frequently leading up to V.D. standard and often
climbing beyond that.
Dennis always emerged as a natural leader, and this aspect of his
personality was to reveal itself in a wide range of relationships and
interests. He more than anyone I have ever known possessed those
qualities which inspired confidence in any situation where clear judgement
as to condition of weather, terrain, or strength of party was concerned.
In his first year as a member of the M.A.M. with a party led by
Brettell, he made a guided ascent of the Grand Combin Of this expedition
E. W. Steeple recorded in the Journal 'it was bitterly cold' Dennis often
recounted this as the coldest and most miserable experience of his life! He
led a successful M.A.M. meet at Les Tines near Chamonix in 1947, while
in the following year he took a small party to the Oetztal.
The freedom of guideless climbing appealed strongly to him and
from this time onward he organised, or he and Eileen were involved in
small parties in many parts of the Alps. Some of the guideless ascents he
made were Dent Blanche, Bietschhorn, Finsteraarhorn, Pitz Palu, the
Monch and Jungfrau. He was elected to membership of the Alpine Club
in 1947. Further afield he visited Corsica, The Lofoten Islands, The
Pyrenees and Uganda climbing and trekking.
He gave considerably of his time and experience to the M.A.M.
serving on many Committees where he could always be looked to for
sound advice. He served as Hon. Secretary from 1946 to 1950 and many
will remember his years of Presidency during 1953 to 1955. He was an
able speaker and an entertaining lecturer at the indoor winter meetings.
Probably as a result of earlier scientific training, but more from
inherited characteristics he was of a serious and reflective turn of mind
capable of immense concentration, besides being exceedingly thorough in
everything he did. Not one much for small talk, he was nevertheless a
powerful conversationalist when he warmed to a subject that interested
him and challenged his intellectual resources. Woe to him who challenged
lightly! A dry sense of humour enabled him at times to be devastatingly
funny. When so inclined he could be most entertaining, producing an
amusing story from some unusual or perhaps embarrassing situation,
such embellishments used to heighten the effects of the narrative, being
nicely gauged and always forgiven.
In the early 1950's having tasted the excitements and discomforts of a
small cruising yacht he announced his intention of buying a boat. The
8 ton Gaff Cutter "Alethea" which he bought and refitted started a new
and lasting interest in his life. There followed many years of sailing to
pleasant anchorages in the Solent not all plain sailing as many who were
invited to crew will know with cruises to France, The Channel Islands
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and the West Country. His last yacht, the beautifully equipped 13 ton
Yawl "Quinag" was sold about two years ago when he realised the strain
on his health was becoming too much.
For over twenty years Dennis and Eileen had been dedicated
ornithologists. As members of the West Midlands Bird Club, The British
Trust for Ornithology, R.S.P.B., and other naturalists Organisations they
were well known in ornithological circles. Dennis served on the West
Midland Bird Club Research Committee and had been their representative for some years on the Sites Committee of the Staffordshire Nature
Conservation Trust. For the four years prior to his death he was on the
Council of the B.T.C.
Bird populations and migration fascinated him and with immense
enthusiasm he devoted much time to field work maintaining meticulous
records over many years. He was the initiator and driving force in the
production of "The Atlas of Breeding Birds of the West Midlands" and
was also joint editor. The very carefully studied method of approach to the
overwhelming problems in a publication of this kind coupled with its
excellent format has been recognised as forming the pattern for the
National Atlas now in preparation.
He had a deep love of nature and all wildlife and was greatly concerned about the deterioration and rapid disappearance of the natural
habitat. He was active in support of Conservation to which cause he felt
more drawn as the years passed. In pursuing their common interest
centred mainly on birds, flowers and butterflies Dennis and Eileen
travelled widely, visiting and trekking in Iceland, Swedish Lapland,
Neusielder See, islands in the Caribbean and the Galapagos, but their
hearts were perhaps closest of all to places like St. Kilda and the Outer
Hebrides as well as the Highlands of Scotland.
Of great importance to hirri was his lifetime association with H.P.
Sauce Ltd., of Aston which company he joined on leaving King Edward's
School at the age of seventeen. He started in the laboratory and during
these early years took an external London Honours Degree in Chemistry
which led him in middle life to the position of Chief Chemist. Later,
appointed to the Local Board and then the main Board of Directors, as
Managing Director he played a significant part in a major expansion and
re-building programme during the 1960's. After 1967 the company became
part of The Imperial Food Group when Dennis served as a Deputy
Chairman for several years, remaining associated in an advisory capacity
until the time of his death.
Never politically minded, he had decided views on some of our
established Institutions and wanted to see a more equal and democratic
society.
When it became apparent five years ago that he was suffering from a
terminal illness, his courage in continuing to pursue his work and interests to the limits of his physical strength can only be marvelled at.
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Throughout his life he was a Christadelphian and his firm beliefs must have
been a source of strength to him in the critical years and months before his
death. This was understandably a period of great strain for Eileen who
bore the unhappy prospect bravely. In her great loss she is assured of
support and encouragement from many friends.
Dennis was an outstanding individual
the very soul of integrity
a man whose intellect was splendidly matched with a strong practical bent.
It was natural he should endear himself to a wide circle of friends. The
M.A.M. will remember him with affection and gratitude and many of its
members will have a precious store of memories of days spent in his
company.
A.E.W.

Priestly Phillips.

PHOTO: Jim Lomas

Rev. W. PRIESTLEY PHILLIPS, M.A.
Priestly Phillips, a much loved and respected member of the M.A.M.
since 1948 died in March 1972.
Priestly was an experienced mountaineer and devoted to the hills.
He was one of the group who entertained the famous visitors from
Munich in 1936 and was on the return party to the Kaisergebirge. He also
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climbed in the Lofotens and was especially fond of the Dolomites where
he climbed with the late Cyril Machin.
After his retirement from the Unitarian ministry 15 years ago Priestly
returned to his native town of Porthcawl. He became a hardworking
though not always enthusiastic gardener and continued his mountaineering with remarkable fervour; at 72 years-of-age he taught me to climb!
He began his superb collection of colour slides of his walks in Wales and
enjoyed giving illustrated lectures. On one occasion he gave a lecture on
the Neath river system to a group of mentally ill patients. Such was his
enthusiasm and the content of the lecture that they were encouraged to go
and see it for themselves!
Priestly was a humble and sincere man, who was basically very shy.
His friendships were deep and longlasting and he kept in touch with his
friends by regular letter writing. Many of them kept in contact with him,
and although I never met many of them, I felt I knew them well, because
of the warm way he spoke of them.
After he became the tragic victim of arteriosclerosis in early 1971 he
was admitted to hospital. During that time he became very confused, but
he could always talk happily about his mountaineering experiences. Just
before Christmas 1971 Priestly had a fall in the hospital and broke his
leg. After an emergency operation he gradually began to recover. I asked
him how he felt, and he just commented, "I must have done too much
walking today, I'll have an easy day tomorrow."
In early March 1972 his condition began to deteriorate rapidly and he
died on the 6th March. His funeral was attended by his family and a few
friends and neighbours. The service was short and simple. A humble
J.I.B.
tribute to a humble man.

JOSEPH HAROLD SHELDON, C.B.E., Hon LL.D., M.D., F.R.C.P.
Dr. J. H. Sheldon, the distinguished Wolverhampton physician, died
on the 22nd June 1972 aged 78.
He served as a Surgeon-Lieutenant in the Royal Navy in the First
World War and then graduated in medicine from Kings College Hospital
in 1918, and in 1921 was appointed to the staff of the Wolverhampton and
Staffordshire Hospital.
He joined the M.A.M. in 1928 and served as President from 1939 to
1941. He joined the Alpine Club in 1932 and climbed extensively in various
parts of the Alps France, Switzerland and the Dolomites. In 1928 he
was honoured by the French government for his part in a courageous
rescue on the Petit Dru.
His professional life was marked by great distinction. A modest and
unassuming man, he is said to have refused more Professorships of
Medicine than anyone had ever done. He published important papers on
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diseases of the thyroid gland and on iron metabolism and on circulatory
disturbances. He became greatly interested in the medical and social
problems of old age, and his 'Social Medicine of Old Age' is still an
important work. In 1945 he was elected President of the International
Association of Gerontology, and lectured on the Continent and in
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and America.
Many honours were bestowed upon him. Appointed C.B.E. in 1955,
he was made a freeman of Wolverhampton in 1958. He was a councillor
of the Royal College of Physicians from 1948 to 1960. He was honoured
by Kings College Hospital and by the Universities of Birmingham and
Bristol.
Besides his mountaineering interests he was a knowledgeable
ornithologist and was greatly interested in ecclesiastical architecture.
His first wife died in 1927. He is survived by his daughter and by his
D.M.R.
second wife.
FRANK W. SALTER
Frank Salter died in hospital at Guildford in July, 1973. He was
61-years-old,
Frank, with his sister Christine, was associated with the London
Section of the M.A.M. in its very early days, being friends and neighbours
of Philip Pethybridge. He joined the M.A.M. in 1953 and was a very active
member, particularly with the London Section, attending most of its meets
and organising many delightful walks.
Apart from being a very competent rock climber, Frank skied in
Austria and Switzerland and supported the London Section activities in
the Alps, particularly in the 1950's in the Norman Cochran era. He was
a strong fell walker and had a great love of the mountains of N.W.
Scotland where he camped and climbed frequently. In later years he became an habitue of the Pyrenees and was a mine of information on these
mountains.
As a Guildfordian, Frank played a part in many local activities. He
played rugby for the Old Guildfordians for many years; he was an active
member of Guildford Rowing Club, which he served as Treasurer, organizing fund-raising efforts and being largely concerned with the growth and
extension of the Club. He was also a founder member and Treasurer of
the Guildford Travel Club.
In the mountains and in his other activities Frank was a fine and
agreeable companion, always interested in what was around him, gentle
and friendly. We liked him very much and sadly miss his presence. We
extend our deepest sympathy to his wife Hazel and his sisters Christine
E.L.
and Beatrice in their great loss.
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WALTER REIZES-REID
Many months have passed since we all heard, with shock, that Walter,
our dear friend had died suddenly in his native Vienna in May 1972, but
two weeks before reaching what we all thought would be a very young 50.
The delay in writing these in memoriam paragraphs has been the
result of the personal involvement of the writer with Vera and with
Walter's affairs and it has previously seemed too final an act, if not
undignified, to begin to put pen to paper to say something, but not
everything, by which we may remember him. If I may now insert a very
personal note, his absence from the London Section Christmas Dinner at
Glan Dena in January 1973 brought a touch of sadness to mingle with the
pleasures of the occasion.
I first met Walter in about 1943 in Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel in
the good old days when we reached Ogwen by train, bus, bike, or on foot,
as the mood, and circumstances caught us. However, Walter's presence in
Ogwen in 1943 needs a little more explanation.
Walter was born in Vienna in 1922, but one of his parents was Jewish
and his mother saw the horrors of the pogroms of the 1930's and sent
Walter and his brother abroad. She herself found her way to New York.
Walter found his way to London before the outbreak of war in 1939 when
he was 17. He had been trained as a commercial artist, a talent which
flowed into his aesthetic appreciation of the beauty of the out of doors and
of the creatures which he so greatly respected (even though he was an
occasional fly fisherman), and which he put to use in painting pictures
(some of which still give us pleasure when we visit Vera) and later in a new
realm as a jewelry designer. However, before he had settled in U.K. the
war began and he was interned and soon sent to Canada where he learnt
the arts of forestry as a guest of the Canadian government. He was also
able to practice paddling kayaks and canoes which he enjoyed with us all
in subsequent M.A.M. activities.
When the initial panic about internees subsided he came back to
Britain with the promise that he would be able to take up a trade in support
of our war effort and found himself in the diamond business, learning to
polish and cut diamonds for use in industry.
His return also freed him to travel and in 1943, as I have said, we met
in Wales and discovered our mutual interests, including, as a matter of fact,
that camping was also a common pleasure. We found ourselves members
of the Mountaineering Section of the Camping Club and side by side in
many muddy pot holes in the Mendips and Yorkshire as well as tied on the
same ropes in the mountains.
After the war, Walter added his artistic abilities to his association
with diamonds and began to design and have made individualistic creations
in jewelry. Let me say now that Walter showed his singular and laudable
aims in his work. His views of life were simple. He refused to enter into
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any partnership or business commitments which would interfere with the
relatively simple goals he had. These were to establish a minimum
security for himself and his wife and to work no more and earn no more
than was necessary to enjoy (and I remember him saying it) three weeks
ski-ing, a week at Easter and Whitsun and six weeks holiday in the
summer. His talents were such that he received regular offers but he
pursued his own individualistic line; he was his own man and, in the
modern vernacular, did his own thing.
Eventually, as the climbing world of the 1940's was not that large, he
met others in the M.A.M., some of whom would perhaps claim even
greater intimacy than I may, unknowingly, appear to presume to claim,
(which is intentional) and he joined the M.A.M. in 1951 (I think on the
same vote as me).
From then on he became a diligent supporter of M.A.M. activities
and, for all his individuality, not only did he support the Alpine meets but
led a successful M.A.M. meet in Cortina marked by many unique incidents which drew from us much deserved accolades in acknowledgement
of the pleasure we all had.
He skied, of course, every year, as an expert, but encouraged many of
the M.A.M. who dared to take up his offer to meet him somewhere within
reasonable distance of Lech the centre of his ski-ing pleasure.
In recent years, after he suffered from an embolism as the aftermath
of varicose vein problems, he tended to pace himself carefully but became
very philosophic, if not stoical about how he intended to continue to try
to enjoy the pleasures of the out of doors.
Sadly and unpredictably, in almost benign circumstances, he was
struck down in his native Vienna only two weeks before his 50th birthday.
The gap his passing leaves should, I feel, perhaps make us more aware of
our need to bear in mind and perhaps observe and put into practice his
opinions of the basic relationships between human beings.
Perhaps his artistic temperament came to the top in his expressions
of opinion on this profound subject, but, if readers will forgive me, may
I say that Walter's deep awareness of the individuality and idiosyncrasies
of everyone he knew, which made him infinitely tolerant of us all and
sensitive to us as distinct singular persons, is a measure of what we might
perhaps try to remember in dealing with others and likewise a measure of
the loss we join Vera in bearing.
F.R.R.
FRANK WALLBANK
The announcement of the death of Frank Wallbank at the age of
ninety on 7th July 1973 was received with great regret by a large number of
his friends in our Association and elsewhere. By his passing we lose the
last of our Founder Members.
It was due to his enthusiasm and foresight together with other
members of the Manchester Rucksack Club, then residing in the Midlands,
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including notably his close friend the late Wallace May, that the Midland
Association of Mountaineers was formed in 1922.
Frank was one of the finest exponents of rock climbing and his
experience ranged from gritstone climbing in Derbyshire through all
aspects of mountaineering in Wales, the Lakes, Scotland and the Alps.
During his long membership of the M.A.M. he formed many friendships and endeared himself to all who were fortunate enough to get to
know him. He had a charming personality and was particularly kind to
new members and novices and many have good cause for remembering
with gratitude the kindly and thorough manner with which he guided and
instructed them in the correct approach to rock climbing and rope
management.

Frank Wallbank.

PHOTO: Tom Huckerby
He was an expert rock climbing leader and it was a joy to watch the
smooth, graceful and unhurried manner with which he tackled hard
ascents. He also had the enviable record of never having fallen during the
whole of his long rock climbing career. To see him lead a climb such as the
Bower at Cratcliffe and to abseil off afterwards was a real education in
rock climbing technique.
When the M.A.M. was formed it was decided to invite ladies to join
and as a result Mrs. Wallbank became one of our Founder Members and
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she will be remembered by many for her kind and very friendly disposition. She accompanied her husband on many of the outdoor meets and
was invariably present at indoor gatherings.
Frank was the first organiser of outdoor meets and during his term of
office introduced members to many climbing areas of great variety and
interest. He relinquished this position when he was elected President from
1941 to 1943. He filled the Presidential chair with dignity and great enthusiasm and was invariably present at all indoor and outdoor meets and
contributed greatly to the smooth running of the Associations business,
and to the extention of its influence in mountaineering circles.
When the Association was seeking a Club hut in North Wales he was
present at the special meeting of a small group of past Presidents and
other V.I.P.'s who, by promising financial support, made possible the
eventual purchase of Glan Dena in 1945. Later he gave valuable assistance
at working parties when the hut was being modified to make it possible to
accomodate its present capacity of 20 men and 12 ladies.
As a practical expression of the Association's appreciation for his
many outstanding services he was made a Honorary Life Member.
After retiring from business he and his wife moved to Charlton
Kings, Cheltenham to be near their married daughter and her husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Touch. It was here that Mrs. Wallbank died in 1969. Subsequently Mr. and Mrs. Touch moved down to Ideford near Newton
Abbot in Devon. Frank followed them shortly afterwards and lived at
Newton Abbot. It was a particulary happy occasion when he was able to
come up to Birmingham in 1972 and join his many friends at the dinner
celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the Association's formation.
We extend our deepest sympathy to his daughters Phyllis and Joan
in their sad bereavement. At their request Frank's ashes were scattered in
Cwm Idwal at a simple service attended by a small party of friends, all
F.H.R.
members of the M.A.M.
We also record, with regret, the deaths of Jean Brown and Kenneth
Wall, M.A.
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LETTERS

111 Poplar Road,
Leatherhead.
Surrey
Dear Hon. Editor,
As a worried wife I am writing to you in the hope that you may be
able to offer me a few words of advice or solace.
At 4.00 a.m. one morning last summer I waved goodbye to a small car
groaning under its load of ropes, tents and boots, its tail lights pointing
vertically downwards under the strain, a waving arm out of each window.
At last this was to be the year. They would come back radiant with
success, to settle down to peaceful, satisfied, domestic existence.
But what went wrong? The highlight of their holiday a night in
the broom cupboard of the Torino Hut, followed by a free breakfast
there hardly seemed the triumph we were all expecting! Was it their
training that was at fault?
The training was undertaken seriously. Stephen began by spending
ten minutes on the parallel bars at the Recreation Ground every other
night (when he had made sure all the children had gone home). He spent
a great deal of time carrying the washing to the launderette, and the
mountaineering books back to the library. He even spent some time
throwing the children about, and they weigh 2i stone each. The climax
was a walk to the pub at Mickleham (equivalent to halfway along the
Mer de Glace from Montenvers to the Couvercle Hut) and a drunken bus
ride back.
Philip, on the other hand, got in some good exposure training by
retiling his roof, and some muscle-development by constructing a bathroom.
The rest of his traing time was spent preparing the car a weak member
of the rope, you might think, but essential.
I can't understand why, after all this and a top speed drive to
Courmayeur, they should have been ill when they crashed up to 9,000 feet.
After all, they had half a day's rest in between!
Perhaps their equipment was at fault. They'd spent a lot of time
fantasy-shopping from the catalogues. They'd even managed a trip to the
metropolis to buy new boots and ice-axes, and I had made sure they were
well-provisioned with large tins of food to carry up with them. I wonder
why they arrived at the Vallot Hut with only a packet of jelly and a
primus ?
It must have been their weakened condition from lack of nourishment
that prevented them using their vast electronic knowledge (35 years
combined experience) to mend their faulty headlamp. One climbing in
complete darkness, or one climbing backwards to illuminate the path of
the other hardly sounds ideal to me.
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Of course, there was the weather. Like every summer I can ever
remember, this was a bad year for climbing in the Alps. It's funny, though,
how it was always sunny when they were down in Courmayeur shopping
or solacing themselves, and that as soon as they approached the mountain
it donned its black mourning hat. Then there was the snow that they had
prayed for. It came at the Trident Hut, allowing them blessed time for
descent and convalescence.
Perhaps I have mistaken the true objectives of these expeditions. To
climb, to reach the summit even, without difficulty seems to be of no
interest. After all, Steve and Phil did climb Mont Blanc on the Italian side
and reached the Vallot Hut, not an inconsiderable achievement I should
have thought, especially under the circumstances. They climbed the Dent
de Geant and stood upon its summit a success they have been hankering
after for years. These exploits, however, are not mentioned as being
beneath their dignity. For a similar reason they scorned the ascent of Mont
Blanc by the normal route from the French side. It seems that it's the
epics that really matter, the living in abolute hell, to the exclusion of all
else, for a short period.
Or perhaps the real game is to put up the shortest possible time
between Leatherhead and Chamonix, taking in such obstacles as ferry
strikes, and involving all sorts of strategies for boarding the boat. Or
perhaps the test is whether you can bring home 200 duty free cigarettes
without smoking them all on the boat ?
Whatever the truth of the matter, I can see the signs of it starting up
all over again. Immediately after the holiday all the relevant books were
pushed firmly back in their shelves. Only the closest scrutiny could detect
the pin-pricks in the photo of Gaston Rebuffat and his igloo on top of
Mont Blanc. Books on gliding, sailing and ski-ing were carted home from
the library in profusion. By October the mountaineering books were just
being shuffled along the shelves and by November they were showing
signs of use. By Christmas they were permanently open at the photos of
"my last great problem! !." Now, in early Spring, they are hidden away
under the bed because they are too tantalising.
My problem is how shall I help ? Should I try to convince him that
its all childish nonsense, and he'd be much better off on the beach with the
kids, while I go off on my 'Rock and Ice Course', or should I insist on
greater preparation. Trouble is, it's difficult with two children, an
ambitious wife, and a mortgage to support.
If you can give me any pointers about how to ease our problem, I
should be very grateful.
Yours in anxiety,
Worried Wife of Leatherhead.
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1972

1973

The two year period covered by this edition of the Journal starts with
the high point of the celebration of our 50th Anniversary and ends with
the low point of the threat of petrol rationing.
The Jubilee Dinner was an occasion the success of which was most
suitable to the event.(Ask especially those who seemed to spend most of the
night in the lift!) We were fortunate in having as guests many of the Past
Presidents and Honorary Members. Perhaps as befits such a personal
domestic occasion we had only one "outside" guest, but one whose
presence was most appropriate and welcome
the President of the
Rucksac Club. That things went so well was due in no small part to the
efforts of the organising sub-committee.
At least two members took part in "official" expeditions. Pete
Wenham went to Greenland, where the party did a number of first
ascents, and Paul Fatti led the South African expedition to the Paine area
of Patagonia, where they did the first ascents of the Sword and Cuernos
Norte. A spirited attempt was made on the East Face of the Central
Tower of Paine, surely one of the plum routes waiting to be done, getting
some 1,500 feet up before being beaten by a mixture of blizzards and lack
of time.
Less "officially", as usual, vague tales filter in from all over the
place:- Corsica, the Alps, South Africa, North America, Iceland, the
Himalayas. Except for the clever weather watchers who managed to find a
relatively good spell in the Bernina in 1973, visitors to the Alps fared
poorly in 1972 and 1973. The Courmayeur Meet resulted in a number of
ascents, e.g., Mont Blanc and Dent de Geant and a number of hairraising retreats from harder routes. 1973 was even worse. Ray Colledge,
with Roger Cooper, was unable to make even one tick on his everdiminishing shopping list of north faces, though they did get a fair way up
the Lauper Route on the North East face of the Eiger.
At home, two of our most active rock climbers left
Vie Slator for
New Zealand and Chris Perry for Calgary, where there is already a body of
emigre British climbers. Perhaps more than ever the concentration has
been on the rock climbs of North Wales, though, as usual, John Harwood
and Graham Willison have bent to the task of doing just about every
worthwhile route in the Lake District, both together and with others,
lately with Dave Thomas who has moved there from Bristol. Few people
seem to go rock climbing north of the Border (disappointingly so, in the
writer's opinion, though selfishly he knows where some of the unpublicized goodies of Scottish climbing are and is keeping quiet lest too many
venture there). Graham Willison and Dave Thomas did, in fact, take a
critical tour of the Western Highlands, settling an old score with Centurion
and then doing carefully selected routes in Applecross, Bheinn Eighe and
on Fuar Tholl. Mention must be made of John Brown's very popular
early summer meets, the last two being at Inchnadamph and Braemar. The
next will be at Kinlochewe. Rather less traditional places have had their
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devotees. The London Section have found that the new Motorways have
now brought the Wye Valley into reach for a Sunday trip, and one can
envisage a day meet there or the Avon Gorge with members from London,
Birmingham and South Wales all present. Even the sea cliffs of Pembrokeshire and Lundy have been visited, with Roger Cooper taking part in a.
number of new routes at the latter.
Low House has seen some changes for the better, the big barn having
been converted into a splendid new kitchen-cum-dining room. This has
been a very considerable job; we must be most grateful for the immense
amount of time and energy put into the project by the Warden, Dick
Edlington, and his small band of helpers and by the hut sub-committee.
The next phase is the provision of showers and further toilet space. This
may be the place to point out that with ever diminishing spare cash, and
that with a rapidly decreasing purchasing power, coupled with the fact
that one cannot rely on the same small squad of workers for ever, the
question of a Sports Council Grant must be considered very carefully. It
is all very well to say that for our hut we must provide all the money and
that in days of yore everyone would pitch in to help. For better or worse it
does not really seem to be like that now and extensive rebuilding of the
sort needed requires money and expertise.
Like everyone else, we are inconvenienced by the present economic
situation. We start 1974 off with slightly raised hut fees; money has to
come from somewhere. Bearing in mind the strictures which would be
imposed by the planning authorities if a complete rebuild were ever
necessary, the cost of insuring Glan Dena, which to us is an asset impossible of pricing, and a highly vulnerable building, is enormous. Surely
for what, in this day and age, is a modest subscription we get immense
value for money ?
While on the subject of Glan Dena, at long, long last mains electricity has come and the dear old generator has gone, though on a meet
this January someone remarked that with the power situation being what
it was we should have kept it! Bill Boyson's great replumbing and wiring
efforts now mean, of course, that we have no more burst pipes and the
luxury of two showers.
We have lost some valued friends, notably our last original member,
our last direct link with the origins of the Association. That Frank
Wallbank was able to attend the Jubilee Dinner was indeed fortunate.
Averted temporarily are the threats of C.E.G.B., intervention in Cwm
Penamnen and Cwm Croesor, and the threat of mining; but be warned,
they are almost certain to be back. They represent only the most obvious
threat to our hills; our freedom to climb can be frittered away from us
almost unnoticed. Over the last two years we have climbed, walked, skied
and even run over the mountains of this country and abroad. It is to be
hoped that we can carry on doing so in such a relatively unhindered
fashion for many years to come.
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